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INTRODUCTION

The Tevârîh-i Âl-i Osman of Âşıkpaşa-zâde Derviş Ahmed, completed around
1478, is perhaps the most original historical work produced in the Ottoman realm in the
15th century. What distinguishes it from the works of other historians is first of all the
large number of details and original information that it includes. Due to the inclusion of
an earlier text, the famous Menâkıb-ı Âl-i Osman of Yahşı Fakîh, the son of Orhan’s
imam, Âşıkpaşa-zâde’s Tevârîh represents a great originality as compared to the other
historical works composed in the 15th century. His work includes, via Yahşı Fakîh, a
significant body of earlier traditions concerning the first days of the Ottoman enterprise.
Moreover, used exhaustively by Mevlânâ Neşrî as the first source of his Cihan-nümâ,
most of the anecdotes and stories of Âşıkpaşa-zâde’s Tevârîh have been transferred to
future Ottoman historians.1 Thus, in a sense, Âşıkpaşa-zâde’s work contributed to a large
extent to what we may call a “canonical” interpretation of Ottoman history from its
beginning to the end of the reign of Mehmed II. İdris Bidlisî and Kemalpaşa-zâde,
representing a turning point in Ottoman historiography, perpetuated the anecdotes and
stories taken from Âşıkpaşa-zâde via Neşrî, and gave them an authoritative status.
Âşıkpaşa-zâde’s Tevârîh has been studied extensively by philologists and
historians. First of all, the work has been published twice in the first decades of the 20th
century. Âlî Bey, from the Ottoman History Association (Tarih-i Osmânî Encümeni), and
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Friedrich Giese, prepared two separate critical editions of the text.2 Âlî Bey prepared the
edition as part of a larger project of the Ottoman History Association, which published a
series of the works by Ottoman historians in the first decades of the 20th century.
Friedrich Giese, on the other hand, was a representative of the German philological
school, and was already interested in old Ottoman texts, as shown by his 1922 edition of
the Anonymous Tevârîh-i Âl-i Osman.3
After Âlî Bey’s and Giese’s editions, a small book was published by Ahmet Refik
in 1933, including a short biographical notice and some excerpts from the text.4 Finally,
in 1949, Nihal Atsız published a complete transcription of the Tevârîh, by comparing
various manuscripts and former editions.5
About Âlî Bey’s edition of Âşıkpaşa-zâde, it may be said that it reflects the
concerns of several generations of Ottoman historians, scholars and laymen. Since the
“Ottomanism” debate of the Tanzimat era, there was a great curiosity about the
foundation, the history, the past events of the empire. The edition of Giese, on the other
hand, represents the interests of a number of German and Austrian philologists-cumhistorians in Ottoman and Turkish history. It is perhaps better illustrated by the careers of
Paul Wittek and Franz Babinger, who served in the Ottoman lands during the First World
War. Newly established political ties, a shared military adventure had already created the
setting for the emergence of a sense of closeness and collaboration. Thus, it was to be
expected that these scholars, with an important philological formation at the background,
would be pulled to the study of Ottoman texts and Ottoman history.
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Ahmet Refik’s book, on the other hand, was published as part of a series of
popular books about Ottoman historians. This small book, including some excerpts from
Âşıkpaşa-zâde, was published side by side with similar editions of Nâimâ, Kâtip Çelebi,
Peçevî, etc. Ahmet Refik preferred to reproduce some episodes he thought to be critical,
such as the coming out of Osman, the battle of Nicopolis, the battles of Varna and
Kosovo. With his usual aim of disseminating history to the masses, Ahmet Refik
excluded the passages he found to be uninteresting.
Nihal Atsız’s transcription is also part of a series of the works of Ottoman
historians from the 15th century. He published the Tevârîh of Âşıkpaşa-zâde together with
the works of Ahmedî, Şükrullah, Nişancı Mehmed and Bayatî Hasan. It may be claimed
that Atsız’s effort of publication was also intended to provide a public, then quite far
from any knowledge of the Arabic script, with the transcriptions or translations of the
first historical works produced in the Ottoman realm.
All these studies may be situated within a philological tradition. The outlook of
this tradition is well illustrated by Franz Babinger, who in the introduction to his book on
Ottoman history-writing, claims that his aim is not to analyze the works of Ottoman
historians. Quoting Stefan Zweig, he says that he doesn’t intend to understand the
essence of the universe of thought of these historians.6 From these remarks, it follows that
Babinger’s and other philologists’ effort is simply to catalogue the historians and their
works, in a form akin to a dictionary.
This philological tradition was eager to prepare catalogues, compose lists, form a
body of references. Then, occasionally, a scholar could set on to prepare a critical edition
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of one of the items in these lists, or to content himself with reproducing a facsimile of an
authentic text, preceded by a short introduction. On the other hand, the merit of this
philological approach cannot be denied. A scholarly zeal, a disciplined and categorizing
attitude towards ancient texts provided the academic and lay circles with an invaluable
knowledge about these texts. In a sense, these philologists unveiled an important body of
raw material for future researchers.
On the other hand, other scholars made an extensive use of historical texts dating
from the 15th century. The works of the scholars dealing with the emergence of the
Ottoman state, or with the problems of early Ottoman history reflect a great interest in
these first historical accounts produced in the Ottoman realm. For some historians, these
texts provided a certain chronology, a certain sequence of events. Thus, they used these
sources in a rather direct manner, without much criticizing the made-up parts of the texts,
or their importance for cultural history in general. For instance, Paul Wittek’s
monography on the principality of Menteşe, Mustafa Akdağ’s study on the economic and
social history of Anatolia, or Halil İnalcık’s early studies reflect such an approach
towards these sources.7 Fuad Köprülü, with all his reservations about the “naïve
anecdotes of early Ottoman chroniclers”, has made use of these about the realities of life
in the frontier zones, or about the question of the origins of Osman.8 In the case of Sencer
Divitçioğlu and Rudi Paul Lindner, Âşıkpaşa-zâde’s Tevârîh has been consulted in order
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to find some clues for the authors’ anthropological concerns.9 Colin Imber has used
Âşıkpaşa-zâde and other chroniclers in order to display the fictions of early Ottoman
historians, thus giving an account of the motivations, ideals and expectations of these
historians.10 Finally, Cemal Kafadar, among many other things, has addressed the critical
issue of historical consciousness in the Ottoman realm in the 15th century.11
All these interpretations and evaluations of Âşıkpaşa-zâde’s Tevârîh in mind, my
aim has been to find out what was the political and historical consciousness of him. I
think that the first Ottoman historians offer us more than some naïve anecdotes. Or, these
naïve anecdotes are in themselves the signs of a political/historical understanding. What a
historian chooses to include in his work, or what he prefers to omit may be interpreted as
the clues unveiling the outlook of this historian. What I have tried to do has been to
analyze the anecdotes of Âşıkpaşa-zâde, his views about individuals, his categorizations
of Ottoman sultans, dervishes and ghazis. In this respect, I must emphasize that the works
of early Ottoman historians can’t be lumped into an amorphous body of court historians,
as Lindner suggests.12 I agree with Lindner, and with Colin Imber, that the works of the
early chroniclers should be approached with the utmost suspicion. However, these
histories may not be labelled as “court histories”. It is true that the works of Şükrullah or
Nişancı Mehmed were written by two prominent members of the Ottoman higher classes.
Again, the İskender-nâme of Ahmedî was written in order to entertain the Germiyanid
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beg and the Ottoman sultan. However, the Anonymous body and Âşıkpaşa-zâde’s
Tevârîh were not written on the request of a patron. Moreover, Lindner assumes that the
historical works of the 15th century “hastened to devise a story harmonizing the
discordant notes”. This may be true of Neşrî who in a sense edited earlier works, erased
some criticisms and constructed a harmony between the popular tradition of historywriting and the works of Şükrullah or Nişancı Mehmed. Nevertheless, the works written
before Neşrî, and especially the Anonymous body of histories and Âşıkpaşa-zâde’s
Tevârîh, are far from reflecting a harmonizing attitude. The “discordant notes” are often
heard in these two works, who include interesting criticisms that are not found elsewhere.
To sum up, in my thesis, Âşıkpaşa-zâde’s Tevârîh is not reduced to a simple
component of a courtly tradition. The Tevârîh is analyzed in respect to its difference from
other historical works, and there is indeed an important number of divergences to be
interpreted.
On the other hand, these divergences and differences should not lead us to think
that Âşıkpaşa-zâde represents a radical critical attitude in respect to the works of a
tradition of history-writing closer to court circles. For instance, Cemal Kafadar criticizes
the approach of Lindner and of other scholars who interpret the works of early Ottoman
historiographers as the undifferentiated reflections of a “state ideology”.13 Even if I agree
with Kafadar’s criticisms, I think that he stresses too much the critical attitude of
Âşıkpaşa-zâde and his relations with the ghazi-dervish milieu.14 I will demonstrate that
Âşıkpaşa-zâde’s Tevârîh is neither a simple historical work repeating the “state ideology”
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in 15th century, nor a collection of the views of the ghazi-dervish milieu. The Tevârîh
includes both. It is possible to find formulas of praise glorifying the deeds of the Ottoman
house together with an emphatic attitude to ghazis and dervishes. Thus, rather than
exclusively representing a “conformist” approach or a critical standpoint, Âşıkpaşazâde’s Tevârîh is an intersection point for both approaches. This ambiguity is what makes
the work most valuable, and what distinguishes it from similar works produced in the 15th
century.
My point view has been largely inspired by a recent study of Halil İnalcık on how
to read Âşıkpaşa-zâde’s Tevârîh.15 In this article, İnalcık emphasizes both the dervishghazi connections of Âşıkpaşa-zâde and his relations with some members of the Ottoman
palace. Thus, İnalcık offers a more complete assessment than Cemal Kafadar who ends
his interpretation of Âşıkpaşa-zâde’s life and connections with Âşıkpaşa-zâde’s relations
to some ghazi circles in the Balkans. However, as İnalcık suggests, after going into the
Balkans, Âşıkpaşa-zâde returned to the capital and settled there. Thus, he was not only
the spokesman of the ghazi-dervish circles, but established some connections with the
political center as well. If the life story of Âşıkpaşa-zâde has to be taken into account as
one of the important influences behind his Tevârîh, then his life in the capital city also
has to be emphasized. Âşıkpaşa-zâde lived in the dervish lodge of Elvan Çelebi from his
birth to circa 1438. Then, he was in the Balkans from 1438 to circa 1457. After this date,
he lived in Istanbul until his death. Thus, he spent approximately 30 years of his life in
Istanbul as a sheikh with some connections to the palace circles.
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The biography of Âşıkpaşa-zâde itself may be accepted as a metaphor of the dual
aspect of his Tevârîh. As I have mentioned above, Âşıkpaşa-zâde praised the rulers of the
Ottoman house and magnified the achievements of the ghazi-dervish milieu
simultaneously. Thus, any analysis of his work has to take into account this dual aspect,
and has to be careful about not putting it into a predefined category.

For the purposes of this thesis, the most valuable approach has been offered by
Cemal Kafadar, who has set out to analyze, as one of the sections of his study on the
construction of the Ottoman state, the issue of historical consciousness. It may be claimed
that the instances of historical consciousness, as observed in the works of 15th century
Ottoman historians, represent the various mentalities of the time. The interpretation of a
historian’s work about the issue of fratricide or succession, the criticisms voiced against
some members of the Ottoman administration or the body of religious scholars, provide
us a large number of clues about the way history and politics were conceived in the 15th
century. Moreover, these earliest historical sources are situated in relation to a critical
threshold, symbolized by the development of a central bureucracy, by the sophistication
of administrative technics, by the emergence of a military might, by the appearance of a
social differenciation separating the members of the military class from the rest of the
population, and the body of religious scholars, the ulemâ from the representatives of a
volk Islam. Âşıkpaşa-zâde and other historians try to make sense of all these dynamics,
and interpret them according to their own peculiar concepts and notions.
In my thesis, I have tried to unveil the political mentality and historical
consciousness of Âşıkpaşa-zâde as represented by his Tevârîh-i Âl-i Osman. As
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mentioned above, the political mentality of Âşıkpaşa-zâde may not be evaluated by
reference to a state ideology or a consistent critical attitude. The work’s value lies in the
fact that it crystallizes both. It is not totally committed to a certain “state ideology” or
“imperial ideology”, nevertheless including some signs showing that a new notion of
sultanic grandeur comes gradually into place. Again, the work includes some criticisms
directed against some new fiscal practices, but these criticisms never go beyond the
stigmatization of some individuals and don’t concern the members of the Ottoman house.
Throughout my study, it seemed important to note the manifestations of this
political/historical consciousness without trying to find a definite name to it. The
originality of Âşıkpaşa-zâde’s, and his contemporaries’ political/historical consciousness
was that it could include simultaneously seemingly different opinions. Thus, for me, to
identify this conflicting body of opinions has been more important than to seek a
category, a concept which would inclusively define the consciousness of the time in its
totality.

In order to analyze the Tevârîh, a certain contextualization of the work is
necessary. The text has obvious connections with other cultural products of the time, be
they written or oral. Moreover, its place among other historical texts of the time needs to
be assessed.
After that, the biography of Âşıkpaşa-zâde has to be studied. All previous scholars
contented themselves with repeating the few biographical references made by the author
himself in his work. However, it seems possible to fill the gaps between these scattered
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biographical evidences. It may be expected that the biography of the author will provide
some clues about his social position and a whole set of aspirations, ideas, and opinions.
To inquire upon the genre features and the sources of the Tevârîh may help us
further in situating it among the general cultural atmosphere of the time. The sources
used by an author, and other sources that he ignored or omitted, may be interpreted with
reference to his cultural background or literary abilities as well as his connections and
social milieu.
After briefly analyzing these points, the idealizations and categorizations of
Âşıkpaşa-zâde concerning Ottoman rulers, dervishes, ghazis, Christians, etc. will be
brought to the fore. Âşıkpaşa-zâde’s political opinions and criticisms are voiced through
individuals, and not through processes. This fact may be imputed to an understanding of
history not as an interplay of abstract dynamics, but as something created and directed by
individuals. Thus, it is evident that some of these individuals are praised for the wellbeing that they brought, while others will be stigmatized as the agents of evil.
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I. LITERARY/HISTORICAL GENRES IN THE OTTOMAN REALM IN THE
15TH CENTURY

Any analysis of Âşıkpaşa-zâde’s Tevârîh-i Âl-i Osman, or of any other text
produced in the 15th century in the Ottoman realm requires an understanding of other
texts that have circulated at that time, as well as an understanding of the products of a
more popular, largely oral literature some of which are known through their written
versions created again in the 15th century. Of course, any text from any century is
meaningful only within the tight web of other literary, historical, scientific products that
led to the formation of a somewhat palpable background dictating common themes,
choice of words and motives, and the nature of the seemingly personal judgements. The
literary products of any century are worth being examined within this tightly knit
structure.
The development of the social sciences in the 20th century brought with it an
important body of studies, which may be generally defined as belonging to various
currents of literary criticism. Given the degree of sophistication and the erudition of these
currents of literary criticism, my analysis of some genres dominant in the Ottoman realm
in the 15th century will be much more modest. Moreover, it should be clarified that my
aim is not to provide an analysis dealing in depth with the totality of literary production
realized during the 15th century in the Ottoman realm. A study concerned with the
products of Turkish/Turkic literature has been done with great skill by Alessio
Bombaci.16 A similar analysis, showing to what extent all the sources of a given period
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may be explored, has been provided by Fuad Köprülü, in his long article on the possible
sources for studies on the Seljuks of Anatolia.17
My principal point of interest is that some of the works, oral and written, that
circulated in the 15th century contributed to some extent to the historical works. My aim
is to make a short definition of these genres, and to underline to what extent they
contributed to historical works, to what extent they were directly or indirectly quoted by
Ottoman historians.
After having laid down some genres with a short definition and with their
eventual worth for historians, I will next give a brief sketch about Ottoman
historiography in the 15th century. The historical works produced in the 15th century are
the first examples of the texts dealing with the deeds of the Ottoman house and the events
that took place within the Ottoman realm. These texts represent an important body of
material for deducing the idealizations concerning the Ottoman house, for analyzing the
discourses on ghazis and dervishes. It has been more than once demonstrated that these
historical works may reflect some flaws and inconsistencies in their chronologies.
Neverhteless, the images and metaphors used by these historians –and by a whole set of
social stratas represented by them- are far more important than the chronological worth of
their works.

I. 1. Popular Epics
In the context of 14th and 15th-century Anatolia, there was an important circulation
of popular stories concerning the deeds of some prominent dervishes and warriors.18 For
17
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the present discussion, the term of “popular epics” includes on the one hand epic texts
such as the Battal-nâme and Dânişmend-nâme, and on the other hand some narratives
which can be classified under the name of menâkıb-nâme or vilâyet-nâme. Of course,
these two cycles shared a similar set of values. The element of holy war, a certain number
of fanciful achievements realized by some heroes and dervishes against Christians –and
sometimes, as in the Saltuk-nâme, against Muslims suspected of heresy- constitute the
main thematic structure of these works. However, the menâkıb-nâmes and the Battalnâmes should be dealt with separately. The heroic stories and those about the deeds of the
dervishes began a life of their own in a separate setting, and the dervish stories only
gradually incorporated some of the characteristics of heroic stories.
To begin with, the epic tradition is represented by the Battal-nâme and the
Dânişmend-nâme. Generally speaking, both narratives include an ideal of holy war, and
the wonderful achievements of some heroes who held high the banner of Islam. The
precedents of the Battal-nâme are obviously the Arabic tribal sagas, which were vested
with an Islamic ideology during the Islamic expansion. In the process, some themes from
Persian historical romances and popular tales were added in to the epic structure. In this
sense, the Battal-nâme represents an amalgamation of Arabic, Persian, and Turkic
elements. Themes from popular tales were added next to each other in order to magnify
the achievements of the hero Seyyid Battal.19 The contribution of tales and popular
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stories is evident: the theater of action of Seyyid Battal is an imaginary world, full of
devils, genies and sorcerers. Seyyid Battal voyages from a magic island to the mythical
mountain of Kaf, he chases his enemies in legendary cities, he dwells in magic forests
and gardens.20 It can be said that the Battal-nâme is an important testimony to the popular
mentality of a given period.
On the other hand, for the concerns of the present discussion, some themes and
stereotypes of the Battal-nâme are important. The psychological disposition and general
behavior of Seyyid Battal are very close to the ideal of dervishes: a contempt towards
worldly goods and self-sacrifice in fighting against the enemies of religion.21 And just
like a menâkıb-nâme character, he has a power of sanctity and he can perform miracles.
He can speak with non-human creatures, he is immune from magic and sorcery, he is
helped by Hızır, whose intervention saves him on more than one occasion. Thus, just like
a menâkıb-nâme character, he holds a set of supernatural qualities. It may be said that
these supernatural qualities are, in a sense, a translation of pagan beliefs into the
personality of Seyyid Battal. Thus, he is not only a warrior of Islam but an ideal type of
tribal, popular stories.
Another important theme of the Battal-nâme is the body of stereotypes
concerning Christians. There are some Christians who convert to Islam and who, just like
Köse Mihal, who is said to have guided Ottoman forces into Byzantine territory, help
Seyyid Battal in Byzantine lands. For instance, Şemmas Pîr, just like Köse Mihal,
converts to Islam after Seyyid Battal’s father adresses him in his dream.22 Thus, a first
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stereotype concerning Christians is the “positive” personality, who convert to Islam on
the intervention of some divine/supernatural element and become a useful ally.
Then, there is another stereotype concerning the “negative” personality, the
perfidious Christian, which is represented by the so-called Akabe Kadı and his son.
Akabe Kadı is a false convert who lives in the court of the Caliph in Baghdad, and he
informs the Byzantines of the activities of Muslims. However, he cannot escape an
exemplary punishment by Seyyid Battal.23
The peculiar themes of the Battal-nâme require a much more detailed analysis.
For instance, the link between the Battal-nâme and the legends of Turkic peoples, or the
common themes between Persian historical romances and the Battal-nâme could be
examined. However, for our purpose, it suffices to state the general lines of this epic
genre. It is obvious that the Battal-nâme reflected the stereotypes and idealizations of a
given period. Seyyid Battal, in a sense, represented the ideal type of ghazis and dervishes.
As mentioned above, the events and achievements took place in a fanciful atmosphere,
intermingling religious concerns and popular beliefs together.
Another example of heroic legends is the Dânişmend-nâme. However, here, the
element of holy war is much more asserted than the Battal-nâme. Seyyid Dânişmend
appears as a more “serious” warrior than Seyyid Battal, in the sense that the Dânişmendnâme doesn’t include humourous elements. The Dânişmend-nâme represents an “edited”
form of the Battal-nâme. It can perhaps be due to the fact that the written version was
produced on the request of Murad II in the 15th century by Ârif Ali, the commander of the
fortress of Tokat.24 It can be assumed that Ârif Ali had intended to produce a text like a
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gazavât-nâme, where the element of war, the austerity and dedication of the warrior was
more important than anything else. Nevertheless, the Dânişmend-nâme is an important
constituent part of the epic cycle, widely read throughout Anatolia. The atmosphere of
holy war, the themes about dervishes marching in front of the army and about warriors
who tirelessly fight against the enemy are reminding the reader of some parts of the
Anonymous Tevârîhs, or some scenes described in Âşıkpaşa-zâde about the deeds of the
ghazis.
Another body of texts that share common characteristics with these heroic legends
is the menâkıb-nâme tradition. Menâkıb-nâmes were first composed in order to create a
coherent discourse woven around a religious order, to re-produce and propagate this
discourse, or to gain the approval of the ulemâ.25 However, especially during the 15th
century, menâkıb-nâmes written in the Ottoman realm began to bring together the virtues
of a dervish life and the values of the warriors. In the menâkıb-nâmes written for
dervishes like Seyyid Ali Sultan, Sultan Şucauddin26 and Otman Baba,27 these central
figures were presented as charismatic personalities, preaching Islam and fighting the
enemies of religion.
The emergence of the dervish-ghazi theme in these menâkıb-nâmes may have
something to do with the Ottoman expansion in the Balkans. An important number of
Anatolian dervishes went over to the Balkans in this process. It can be assumed that some
of these dervishes were in search of securing their existence financially, while others
25
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were compelled by the central political force to emigrate to the Balkans as an outcome of
a certain policy of pacification and control.28 It seems that there is a correlation between
this demographic movement and the state of mind of the dervish milieus. For those
dervishes who went over to the Balkans in order to preach Islam, or to “colonize” the
former possessions of infidels, these menâkıb-nâmes represented again some ideal types
whose exemplary deeds were a sort of behavioral norm. Again, just as some epic texts
were intended to prepare the soldiers for the battle, these menâkıb-nâmes may have been
composed in order to prepare some dervishes for an eventual immigration to a new area.
In this respect, I think that the perfect synthesis between dervish and warrior
values is represented by the Saltuk-nâme, compiled on the orders of the Ottoman prince
Cem by Ebu’l-Hayr Rumî, a member of his retinue, in the 1480s.29 Showing that not only
dervishes and soldiers but also princes were interested in these popular stories, the
Saltuk-nâme is a collection of legendary achievements of a dervish-warrior who wages
war primarily in the Balkans, but whose activities well extend beyond this area to reach
North Africa and Spain. It is interesting to note that the central figure of the Saltuk-nâme,
Sarı Saltuk, is portrayed in this compilation as a Sunnite dervish whose enemies are not
only the infidels, but some dervishes who doesn’t pray. Sarı Saltuk doesn’t like Shiites,
and he warns Baba Tapduk who allows women and men together in his religious
ceremonies.30

İnalcık emphasizes that “frontier fighting in the path of God, and mücâhede of the dervish to conquer the
path leading to God, had a common mystic meaning”.
28
For the activities of dervishes in the Balkans, see Ömer Lütfü Barkan, “Osmanlı İmparatorluğu’nda Bir
İskân ve Kolonizasyon Metodu Olarak Vakıflar ve Temlikler”, Vakıflar Dergisi 2 (1942): 279-386.
29
Irène Mélikoff, “Qui était Sarı Saltuk? Quelques remarques sur les manuscrits du Saltuknâme”, in
Studies in Ottoman History in Honour of Prof. V. L. Ménage, 232-7.
30
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These texts that tell the deeds of the legendary heroes of Islamic warfare were
widely known in Anatolia, first of all due to their quality of being an important part of the
oral culture; they were told in market places, hostels, etc. On the other hand, it cannot be
claimed that these epic texts are first-hand historical sources. Even if some central figures
were historical characters, only a few details were taken from the true biographies, such
as Seyyid Battal’s life as a Muslim soldier on the frontier, or Sarı Saltuk’s immigration to
Dobrudja in the second half of the 13th century. First of all, these texts lack a chronology
and, if there is any, it is highly unreliable. Second, due to their epic quality, these texts
intermingle the deeds of several individuals by melting a number of achievements within
the personality of a single hero, thus hindering the possibility of providing information on
a given individual, be he an army commander, a leading religious personality, etc.
The interest of these texts is due more to their cultural significance than their
historical accuracy. This means that these texts are the result of a situation of cultural and
military confrontation, a confrontation that did not always preclude the eventuality of a
cohabitation and cultural/religious syncretism. However, when it is considered that this
confrontation, which first took place in Syria, and gradually shifted towards the West,
defined the everyday life in Anatolia for a very long time, the significance of these epic
texts can be recognized: The texts represent a very popular self-image that prevailed in
that period: this was, above all, the self-image of the warriors and some zealous dervishes
whose mode of existence consisted to some extent of waging war and preaching. In
addition, even if one didn’t wage war, be it the armed warfare of the warriors or the socalled “war against one’s self” of the dervishes, war was an everyday reality at that time,
a living memory, a source of edifying examples. To sum up, the interest of these epics is
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that they bring together an ethos of war and religious behaviour, heroism and dedication,
ideals and a subsequent striving to live up to these ideals. It can be said that this discourse
shaped the mentality of individuals belonging to various professions and of different
social standings.

Concerning the discussion about Ottoman history-writing in the 15th century, it
can be said that these epics contributed some stereotypes to the first histories of the
Ottoman house, and especially to the historical works which were written by individuals
close to the ghazi-dervish milieu. To be sure, the heroes of these epics were not
transcribed by name into these histories. However, a whole ethos of warrior values,
intermingled with a zealous discourse on religious behavior, was repeated in all
chronicles. While dealing with the genre features of Âşıkpaşa-zâde’s Tevârîh, I will
provide some examples and comparisons to sustain these formulations. Until then, it
suffices to say that the aesthetics, contents, ideas, and stereotypes of these epic texts
contributed to a great extent to the works of some Ottoman historians.
Finally, as a reservation, it should be underlined that, in Anatolia and the Balkans
in the 14th and 15th centuries, the situation was not always as antagonistic as it is
described in these texts to be. Besides references to the tolerance of the Ottoman
conquerors, it is possible to find some evidence for instances of cohabitation between
Christians and Muslims. However, it is obvious that the discourse of legitimation used by
the political center always focused on the prominence of the efforts by the sultan and his
warriors to raise high the banner of Islam. Moreover, there were some people who liked
to call themselves ghazis, and for whom waging war was perhaps the only means to make
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a living. Accordingly, it would not be surprising to find out that they were the proponents
of a so-called holy war, or that they enjoyed the epic stories of warriors and holy men
who, in a sense, represented the ego-ideals for them.

I. 2. Gazavât-nâmes
While discussing the sources of Ottoman history-writing in the 15th century,
another important genre is the gazavât-nâme. Together with the feth-nâmes, which are the
official reports composed after a victory and sent to various Muslim rulers, gazavâtnâmes recorded the achievements of the Ottoman army.31 Composed generally on the
instigation of the sultan, the gazavât-nâmes were in a sense an alternative to, or a
continuation of the popular epics. They were of course intended for the enjoyment of
sultans and high-ranking members of the military class. However, as feth-nâmes were
dispatched to Muslim rulers, it can be imagined that gazavât-nâmes were also intended to
be read by a large public, just as popular epics were.
From Agâh Sırrı Levend’s exhaustive study on the gazavât-nâmes,32 it can be
concluded that the genre first appeared during Murad II’s reign. When it is considered
that Murad II’s reign was characterized by antagonistic struggles as well as by some
drawbacks and defeats in the Balkans,33 the need to compose gazavât-nâmes becomes
evident. Given the fact that Murad I and Bayezid I were forced to wage war both on
Anatolian and Balkan fronts, it can be conjectured that the struggles of these rulers had
also incited some people to record the extraordinary achievements, the fabulous military
31
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exploits of the time. However, given the lack of any gazavât-nâmes from the reign of
these rulers, it can be concluded that, if ever composed, such texts are lost.
Another interesting feature of the gazavât-nâmes is that their number begins to
increase under Mehmed II; the conquest of Constantinople becomes a theme par
excellence of the gazavât-nâmes.34 It can be suggested that the gazavât-nâmes took over
the epic cycle represented by the Battal-nâme and Dânişmend-nâme. It was noted above
that an edition of the Dânişmend-nâme prepared on the orders of Murad II ignored the
humourous element and the themes of entertainment present in the Battal-nâme. Thus, as
the products of the same period, gazavât-nâmes can be said to represent a more “formal”,
“official” account of heroic deeds. It can also be due to the fact that sultanic might and
imperial design took over the deeds of the ghazis. It will be explained below how the
ghazis gradually lose their prominence in Âşıkpaşa-zâde’s account and how their place is
filled by the figure of the sultan, who subsumes the military activities of the ghazis under
his general command.
The gazavât-nâmes also have a relevance for 15th-century Ottoman historians.
These texts were largely quoted by historians. Next to the use of historical calendars, a
historian, when in need of data which he could not find in other sources, made use of the
gazavât-nâmes.35 It will be shown that Âşıkpaşa-zâde and/or another copyist later
reproducing his text made an extensive use of the gazavât-nâmes, especially for the
events of the reign of Bayezid II. It can be asserted that, already accustomed to the
symbols and metaphors of the popular epics, historians welcomed the gazavât-nâmes in
33

For the tense atmosphere of the last years of Murad II, see Halil İnalcık, Fatih Devri Üzerinde Tetkikler
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their texts. Moreover, the gazavât-nâme tradition had an additional superiority over the
epic tradition: it was not a pseudo-historical genre telling distant and sometimes
unrecognizable events, but instead an immediate account of the deeds of the sultans,
completed by the inclusion of a chronology.

I. 3. Historical Calendars
Another important source, directly used by the historians are the annals, or the
historical calendars (takvimler), which were composed to a large extent for begs and
sultans. It can be assumed that the practice of compiling calendars was related to the
formation of a court culture. It is known that similar calendars were composed for the use
of the Seljuk court.36 On the other hand, two books of Nâsıreddin Tûsî on the art of
preparing calendars were translated during the reign of Mehmed I.37 Compiling calendars
or computing time sequences was crucial for calculating the dates of the month of
Ramadan, or the times of prayer. Moreover, it must have been important, within a court,
to have a historical list of all past rulers, or to make some predicitions about eventual
military campaigns.
The historical calendars were originally intended to give some information about
the movements of the stars and were used to predict the future, or explain some events.38
For instance, in a historical calendar, Murad II’s inclination towards worldly pleasures
and wine-drinking was explained by the dominance of the zodiac sign of sünbüle.39
35
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However, beyond such interesting entries, these calendars came to be precious sources
for historians due to the fact that they included the names of sultans and princes and some
dates of accession to the throne. Moreover, for more recent periods, these calendars
included short notes on the events of each year, such as a battle, an epidemics, an
earthquake, and the like.40
Despite some inaccuracies about chronology, these calendars have been widely
used by the chroniclers. Indeed, in some chapters of Âşıkpaşa-zâde, the text only includes
some dates and some short notes about the events. For these chapters of his text, it can be
claimed that he copied a historical calendar, being unable to find a relevant gazavât-nâme
or another source for the period. This suggestion is supported by some remarks of V. L.
Ménage, who notes that borrowing from historical calendars had become a common
usage for historians in the 15th century.41
To sum up, the historical calendars can be accepted as the testimonies to the
emergence of a court culture for which the calculation of time, the predicition of the
future, the recording of past rulers was important. In addition, these historical calendars
provided historians with some chronological lists that included a somewhat solid
historical sequence.
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I. 4. Ottoman Historiography in the 15th Century
Before dealing with the genre features, stylistic properties and political opinions
of Âşıkpaşa-zâde, it seems necessary to give a concise account of the state of Ottoman
historiography in the 15th century.
The 15th century witnessed the blossoming of Ottoman historiography.42 An
important number of texts were produced, and the texts that can be included in this
activity of historiography represented different characteristics. There were historical
romances like Ahmedî’s İskender-nâme,43 history books which were only slightly edited
versions of popular tales like the Anonymous history,44 histories poor in content but
written in an embellished style like Nişancı Mehmed’s history of the Ottoman house.45
Some of these histories were consciously composed in order to praise the achievements
of the Ottoman house, while others stemmed directly from the tradition of popular
histories and were aimed at entertaining and edifying people. These more popular
histories included some interesting criticisms aimed directly at sultans, pashas, and the
ulemâ. Some of the histories were written in Turkish with a direct, robust style, including
“questions-and-answers” parts in a didactic fashion. Other histories, especially those
composed by court intellectuals were sometimes written in Arabic or Persian, thus
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reflecting, with their style rather than their content, a sense of high intellectual
achievement.
It has been emphasized above that some histories didn’t go beyond being a praise
of the Ottoman house while others reflected some popular criticisms. Indeed, in these
histories, it is possible to find the opinions of different strata of the society about the
expansion and centralization of the Ottoman state, the emergence of a class of religious
scholars, etc. The approval of central policies can be laid down by drawing a portrait of
Orhan’s reforms as useful practices, or the disapproval can be shown by criticizing the
innovations of Orhan’s time. Again, the opinions on the issue of fratricide can be
expressed by reference to Orhan’s good relations with his brother Alâeddin, or Mehmed
Çelebi’s affectionate attention towards the son of his brother despite the fact that his
brother had challenged him. Or, as it is illustrated by Neşrî’s passage on the murder of
Dündar by his nephew Osman,46 some stories that are skipped by everybody else can be
introduced in the text (or even made up) in order to normalize the practice of fratricide.
To sum up, it seems possible to categorize historical works of the time in two
groups. It can be proposed that the histories of Ahmedî, Şükrullah, Enverî, Karamanî
Mehmed Paşa and Neşrî can be placed in one group; then, the histories of Âşıkpaşa-zâde
and Oruc, as well as the Anonymous body can be put into another, more “popular” group.
At the beginning of the Ottoman historiography stands Ahmedî, with his Dâsitânı Tevârîh-i Mülûk-i Al-i Osman, which was later appended to the end of his İskender-
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nâme,47 presented first to the Germiyanid beg Süleyman. The Dâsitân was presented,
together with the İskender-nâme, to Mehmed I after Ahmedî went over to the Ottoman
court. At first sight, the text displays all the properties of a legendary tale, composed in
verse, magnifying the role of the Ottoman house as ghazis. It is known that the İskendernâme was inspired by Persian historical romances; some verses praising the Germiyanid
beg Süleyman were added to the text.48 Thus, the text in itself represents the introduction
of a Persian element to the court culture of Anatolian principalities. However, Ahmedî
has other merits as well: he was the first proponent of the conception of the Ottoman
house as ghazis. In a sense, his work constituted a precedent for all later historians who
would view the Ottoman house as such.49
Beyond these details, Ahmedî appears as a prolific writer, whose interest is not
solely directed towards history. As a court intellectual, he has produced a book on
worldly pleasures, Tervîhu’l-Ervah.50 He also composed a long poem, the Cemşid vü
Hurşîd, based again on a well-known Persian theme.51 Furthermore, Ahmedî can be
accepted as one of the instigators of the dîvân poetry in the Ottoman realm. His poems
reflect a transformation from a mystical disposition to a lyric one in dîvân poetry.52
Compared to Âşıkpaşa-zâde’s moralistic preoccupations, making use of every occasion to
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criticise wine-drinking and excessive pleasures, Ahmedî represents a new mentality, a
new aesthetics, a new world of images, shared by some members of the court as well.53
Şükrullah is another one of these writers of the 15th century who were closer to
the court circles. It is known that he was sent by Murad II first to the Karamanids, then to
the Karakoyunlus as an envoy. Again, in the wedding ceremony of Mehmed II’s sons
Bâyezid and Mustafa, he was allowed to take his place in front of the sultan, next to the
first kadı of Istanbul, Hızır Beg.54
The most distinguishing feature about Şükrullah’s Behcetü’t-Tevârîh is that it is
written in Arabic. Moreover, the genre features of his work are also interesting. First of
all, it is a general history; second, it includes passages on geography and cosmology.
Şükrullah had obviously received a sophisticated education, being able to write
treatises on music. He also wrote books reflecting his interest in religious sciences, like
the Kaside-i İmâlî Şerhi, a book of kelâm; Menhecü’r-Reşâd, a book on religious sciences
written in Persian; and the Câmîü’d-Da’avât, a collection of prayers.55 Thus, he
represented another group among court intellectuals who knew Arabic and/or Persian and
whose interest was directed towards religious sciences. Şükrullah’s history, poor in
details and rich in praising formulas about the Ottoman house, can be placed in the same
tradition with Ahmedî.
Another prominent figure who composed a historical work is Enverî, the writer of
Düstûr-nâme, dedicated to Mahmud Paşa, the grand vizier of Mehmed II. It is written in
verse, composed of a prologue, an epilogue and 22 separate books. It is known that books
53
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I-XVII are an adaptation of the Persian historian Beyzavî’s chronicle; only books XIXXX concern the history of the Ottoman house. Moreover, the last two books, numbers
XXI and XXII are devoted to the recording of Mahmud Pasha’s glorious expeditions.56
Enverî’s interest for world history is apparent from the nature of his work. Even if
he didn’t come into contact with the primary sources, he was educated enough to
appreciate the value of Beyzavî’s chronicle and to use it in his history. Moreover, his
relation with Mahmud Paşa, who was a renowned patron of the literati, shows that he was
part of the pasha’s entourage. Another book of him, the Teferrücnâme, which is now lost
and is only known by Enverî’s own reference at the beginning of his XVIIIth book,
shows that he took part in the military expedition to Wallachia in 1462. This book,
reflecting the characteristics of a gazavât-nâme, another courtly genre, was dedicated to
Mehmed II.57
For the 15th century, the last representative of this tradition of courtly histories
was Mevlânâ Neşrî. He was a member of the ulemâ, with some knowledge of Arabic and
Persian.58 With Neşrî, there is also the emergence of a new understanding of history,
trying to bring a new approach, distinct from older texts. In the introduction to the Cihannümâ, after a prologue praising the prophets, the sultans and the ulemâ, he tells that he
was interested in history all his life, and that his aim is to recollect and reshape the
historical books written before him.59 Thus, it can be suggested that his aim was to
produce a consistent edition of previous historical texts.
55
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Indeed, Neşrî’s originality is that he is, in a sense, the editor of the historical
works written before him in the Ottoman realm. Basing himself largely on Âşıkpaşazâde’s history, he remoulded the popular tradition according to the taste of the court
circles, erasing the sometimes sharp criticisms of it and embellishing the text with a more
refined language. Thus, as Ménage says, he constitutes the “nodal point” of early
Ottoman historical writings: he brings together the traditions of a courtly history which
didn’t care much about chronology or details, a popular history with its tales about the
foundation of the Ottoman state, and a set of historical calendars providing the whole
structure with a somewhat rigorous chronological basis.60

To sum up, there are two groups of Ottoman historians in the 15th century. The
group made up of court historians has distinct features: the majority of the court
historians write with pen-names like Neşrî, Ahmedî, Enverî. Again, their aim is to
compose a world history, rather than solely the history of the deeds of the Ottoman
house. This fact may be due to the attempt of bringing together the general trends of
world history and Islamic history, and to offer the history of the Ottoman house as the
continuation of a past grandeur.61 Again, the group made up of court historians makes use
of a much sophisticated body of references, like Enverî’s use of Beyzâvî for the parts of
his work including a world history, Ahmedî’s use of the metaphors and symbols of
Persian şeh-nâmes, Şükrullah’s references to Taberî, Beyzâvî and an important number of
Arabic books. These references clearly show that court historians were endowed with a
certain knowledge of Arabic and Persian, and that they had some knowledge about the
60
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works produced in the Arabo-Persian cultural sphere. In addition, these historians were
not only concerned with history. Ahmedî’s lyrical historical romance, the Cemşîd vü
Hurşîd,62 Şükrullah’s treatises on music or his collection of prayers, the Câmiü’dDa’âvat represent the emergence of prolific writers, whose historical texts are submitted
into a larger cultural sphere concerned with belles-lettres rather than history.
Compared with these histories, the Anonymous circle, the histories of Oruc and
Âşıkpaşa-zâde represent a separate group of texts. In these historical works, especially in
the parts describing the early phases of Ottoman history, against the court historians’
dominant figure of the sultan and Ottoman family, dervishes and ghazis appear as
historical actors, taking part in the battles, realizing miraculous achievements. The stories
about a dervish with a wooden sword who conquers a castle,63 or the anecdote about
Geyikli Baba who first declines the invitation of Orhan and who then bestows his
approval of the Ottoman enterprise by planting a poplar tree in the courtyard of Orhan’s
residence,64 provide a unique flavour to these historical texts. Moreover, there are some
criticisms that are skipped over by all court historians. The diatribes in the Anonymous
histories against the construction activities in Istanbul during the reign of Mehmed II,65
and Âşıkpaşa-zâde’s criticisms against Nişancı Mehmed Paşa who is accused of
expropriating the endowments and not respecting the rules of Holy Law66 are testimony
to the existence of a certain reaction against the policies of the political center. It would
be unconceivable, for a court historian, to include such remarks in his history.
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However, as mentioned in the introduction of the thesis, Âşıkpaşa-zâde’s
originality is due to the fact that he offers themes and images that may be found in both
groups. First of all, he shares with the popular tradition a set of criticisms directed against
some practices or some individuals. On the other hand, like the writers of the courtly
tradition, he praises Ottoman sultans and openly declares his loyalty to the ruling family.
Thus, among the historians of the 15th century, he represents an original position. This
dichotomy of his Tevârîh should not lead us to conclude that he writes in a confused
manner, or that some sections of the Tevârîh were changed in later centuries. The most
interesting feature of Âşıkpaşa-zâde’s work is that it includes together seemingly
contradictory opinions.
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II. THE LIFE AND WORK OF ÂŞIKPAŞA-ZÂDE

II. 1. The Biography of Âşıkpaşa-zâde

II. 1. a. The Historical Background. The Family Legacy
To begin with, the biography of Âşıkpaşa-zâde has to be told with reference to
one of the most interesting events that took place in medieval Anatolia: the uprising of
the Babaîs. The details of the uprising, or an analysis of the importance of this event will
not be dealt with here. It suffices to say that the uprising greatly affected the life of the
descendants of Baba İlyas, the chief Vefâî sheikh in Anatolia and the religious figure
behind the uprising. First of all, the members of the family of Baba İlyas, as well as his
followers, were forced to emigrate. Even though they didn’t go very far, or abandon
Anatolia, the uprising meant that the core constituted by the followers and family
members was dispersed.
In a sense, the uprising symbolized a trauma, a breaking point for the descendants
of Baba İlyas. In time, the members of the family divested themselves from some
religious views of the past, as well as from the political pretentions of the uprising. The
flowering of a new understanding of Islam in Anatolian cities in the 14th century, some
sort of competition between religious leaders in order to gather followers67 may all have
conditioned the gradual acceptance of new views, different from those of the past.
The efforts of the family members to reinterpret the memories of the uprising and
the family past must have had an important impact on the life of Âşıkpaşa-zâde. This
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large effort of re-working the past and creating a new religious/political outlook is
apparent in the work of Âşıkpaşa-zâde who, in a sense, transcribes what was transmitted
to him through the channel of education in one of the dervish lodges belonging to the
descendants of Baba İlyas. It will be shown later to what extent Âşıkpaşa-zâde applied
the general lines of these “new”, more “correct” and less “harmful” ideas in his Tevârîh.
The important thing is that the Babaî uprising and the subsequent developments stand at
the backstage of his life and work as an enormous politico-religious influence.
The descendants of the family, and especially Âşık Paşa and Elvan Çelebi were in
a sense the creators of this new outlook. We don’t have any written works remaining
from Muhlis Paşa, the father of Âşık Paşa, and the only information about his life is
based on conflicting data given by the writers of later centuries. There are some stories
about his political involvement, his punitive expeditions against the Seljuk army, and his
reign (beylik) in the land around Karaman and Konya.68 Even if it cannot be determined
to what extent he organized an armed expedition against the Seljuk army, or if he ruled or
not over the territories near Karaman and Konya for some time, it can be conjured that he
still had the outlook of a dervish sheikh who claimed velâyet (sovereignty) and nübüvvet
(prophethood) simultaneously. The real transformation, the “reform” in the political and
religious views of the family came with Âşık Paşa and Elvan Çelebi.
The first element of this reform was, as was told above, the creation of a new
religious outlook, distinct from the religious outlook of the past. This new outlook tried,
on the one hand, to restore the dignity of Baba İlyas and, on the other hand, to omit any
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pretentions about politics. In the works of the members of the family, the dervish piety
was much emphasized. In this regard, Âşık Paşa’s Garîb-nâme, written in 730 AH / 1330
AD is to be underlined as a work reflecting the emergence of the discourse stemming
from the new outlook of the family. The Garîb-nâme is written in a didactic style and
doesn’t offer much to a student concerned with aesthetics. The real importance of the
work is that it was widely read and recited in Anatolia, meaning that the Garîb-nâme was
an influential text. Âşık Paşa’s use of Turkish was obviously the first reason behind the
introduction of the text to a wider audience. Another work by Âşık Paşa, the Fakr-nâme,
a long poem also written in Turkish, was an exaltation of the personality of Muhammad
as the reservoir of all virtues, and of “fakr” as the ethical ideal of dervishes.69
It may be assumed that Âşık Paşa’s writings and, more generally, his views and
formulas were in vogue in a dervish lodge of his descendants. Thus, Âşık Paşa was one of
the important influences behind Âşıkpaşa-zâde’s work. This contribution is not
impossible to identify, when the immediate content of the Garîb-nâme is analyzed. First,
there is the issue of the unity of Muslims against the infidels. Once Muslims unite, they
handle the “sword of religion” to fight the enemies of their religion.70 From this remark,
it is not difficult to deduce that those who shatter this unity –like the Karamanids,
rebuked for this reason by Âşıkpaşa-zâde, or the Mongols and other centrifugal elements
in Âşık Paşa’s time- are to be accused of a crime committed against the community.
Next, there is the ethos of heroism which we find in both. Âşık Paşa mentions two
types of hero: the hero of religion (din alpı), and the “worldly” hero (zâhir alpı).71 The
hero of religion is the one who achieves perfect mastery over his own soul, whereas the
69
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“worldly” hero is represented by the individual who, like a knight, acts according to a
given code and fights for heroism per se. What is interesting is that the heroism of the
pious individual fighting against his own self and the heroism of the individual who
fights with enemies are equated. In his Garîb-nâme, Âşık Paşa describes the position of
the pious individual by reference to the metaphors of war. Accordingly, jealousy and
hypocrisy are the most dangerous enemy soldiers living in the human soul, and the hero
of religion is the one who succeeds in extirpating these enemies from the soul after an
unescapably long but fruitful combat.72 In another section, the virtues of religion are
identified with the virtues of heroism.73
It can be said that these metaphors are not an original creation of Âşık Paşa, that
they prevailed among various dervish milieus of medieval Anatolia. It is true that the life
of a dervish was generally characterized as a tortuous path, full of hardships. But the
equation of the life of a dervish with the life of a warrior is quite important, and has
obviously much to do with the peculiar political circumstances of Âşık Paşa’s time. The
social and political confusion following the fall of the Seljuk dynasty, the Mongol
invasion, the existence of different and sometimes conflicting religious attitudes must
have led to an overemphasis on some virtues and to the categorization of these virtues
into a well-defined web of ethico-religious worldview.
Obviously, Âşıkpaşa-zâde’s views about the necessity to fight the enemies and to
be a good Muslim, or his panegyrics about ghazis cannot be reduced solely to the
influence of Âşık Paşa’s writings. Any Muslim, and even non-Muslim, living in Anatolia
in the 15th century could get informed about the virtues and achievements of ghazis; the
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air was filled with stories and epics magnifying the role of the warriors of Islam.
However, Âşık Paşa’s wit was to give the state of war a coherent explanation, to address
both immediate worldly concerns and ontological issues with a swift formulation.
Moreover, Garîb-nâme was doubtlessly accepted as a family heritage, and it must have
been frequently recited in the dervish lodge where Âşıkpaşa-zâde was raised.
As a member of the Baba İlyas lineage, it can be conjured that the thought and
reputation of Âşık Paşa was greater than elsewhere in the family. The reverence of Âşık
Paşa by Âşıkpaşa-zâde is obvious. For instance, rather than taking a name like
“Muhlispaşa-zâde” or “Elvançelebi-zâde”, he preferred to identify himself with Âşık
Paşa. The degree of his respect is also shown by the fact that when he settled in Istanbul,
the dervish lodge and mosque founded by him bore the name of Âşık Paşa.74

After Âşık Paşa, the name of Elvan Çelebi should be mentioned as an influence.
Elvan Çelebi’s importance is that he completed the task of rewriting the family past. The
most crucial step of this effort was the writing of the history of Baba İlyas under the form
of a menâkıb-nâme: Menâkıbu’l-Kudsiyye fî Menâsıbu’l-Ünsiyye was the outcome of this
effort.75 Together with the standard motives of a menâkıb-nâme writer who aimed at
revering the forefathers of a religious sect and creating a unified religious discourse
within the sect, Elvan Çelebi’s intention was to rework the memories of the Babaî
uprising and show the innocence as well as the greatness of Baba İlyas. It can be
conjectured that Elvan Çelebi had the opportunity to use oral reports by Muhlis Paşa and
Âşık Paşa concerning the Babaî uprising. But the most important point for the present
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discussion is that Elvan Çelebi tried to give a reinterpretation of the family’s past by
writing a coherent history of his forefathers, thus erasing the memory of Baba İlyas as a
pretender to worldy power and an element of turmoil.76
Thus, after this brief discussion, we can identify two important contributions to
Âşıkpaşa-zâde’s intellectual formation: the didacticism and original politico-religious
outlook of Âşık Paşa, and the reformist attitude of Elvan Çelebi. The first influence may
be taken to have instilled a certain moralistic conception about life, war, and religion. As
for the influence of Elvan Çelebi, it may be said that it first instilled a sense of belonging
to an illustrious family of Vefâî dervishes. Then, next to it, Elvan Çelebi’s
reinterpretation of the family history cleared off the claims of a dervish family to wordly
power. Again, it laid the ground for Âşıkpaşa-zâde’s characterization of dervishes as
those who prayed for the well-being of the Ottoman house.
Of course, Elvan Çelebi’s influence was not limited to Âşıkpaşa-zâde. As a
predominant figure of the Vefâî sect, his reinterpretation of the past reached the adherents
of the sect as well. Perhaps, the controversy among modern scholars concerning the
orthodox or heterodox character of Vefâî dervishes has to do with the intervention of
Elvan Çelebi. When the Vefâî sheikhs came to Anatolia, they had obviously some
heterodox views and they were able to gather an immense following among the nomadic
and semi-nomadic population.77 However, they reverted to a more orthodox standing and
distanced themselves from the heterodox sects with which they shared the same past.78
This also explains why the Vefâîyye, playing so important a role in the first centuries of
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the Ottoman state, faded away. With the growing influence of a new religious discourse
within the sect and with the limitation of its former political attitude to the reverence of
Ottoman sultans, it must not have been difficult for the adherents of the sect to become
dispersed among other orthodox sects or to content themselves with an orthodox attitude
without joining a sect.

II. 1. b. The Biography of Âşıkpaşa-zâde: From His Birth to His Settlement in the
Balkans
There are some controversies about the birth date of Âşıkpaşa-zâde. According to
Köprülü, he was born near AD 1400.79 On the other hand, Halil İnalcık suggests that he
was born around AH 795/AD 1392-93.80 This date is based on two verses by Âşıkpaşazâde included in his Tevârîh.81
There is a consensus among all scholars that he was born in the dervish lodge of
Elvan Çelebi, located in Mecidözü, near Çorum.82 Âşıkpaşa-zâde himself mentions that
he lived for a while in this dervish lodge.83 Life in the dervish lodge obviously beared
some similarities with the lodges described by Ibn Batûta nearly a century earlier.84 The
lodge of Elvan Çelebi was situated on a much frequented road, and travelers were surely
welcomed in it. Moreover, life in the lodge must have included common religious
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ceremonies. There were sheikhs or fakîhs, living together with dervishes with a lesser
position in the religious hierarchy. Some prominent men directed religious services,
while others worked in the everyday routine of the lodge.85
Âşıkpaşa-zâde received his education in the dervish lodge. This education should
have included some elements of religion as well as the transmission of the stories about
the family. The eventual influence of his forefathers was discussed above. Next to this
influence, life in a dervish lodge in 15th century Anatolia must be filled with other
popular stories, fanciful achievements of religious men, and with a sense of everyday
piety. It would not be much pertinent to speculate upon the education of Âşıkpaşa-zâde,
given the fact that he doesn’t provide any information about his intellectual formation.
On the other hand, it can be imagined that he had accumulated a large body of experience
throughout his life, and that these experiences, rather than a solid education, are visible
throughout the Tevârîh.
The only way to sketch Âşıkpaşa-zâde’s biography is to pick up the parts of his
Tevârîh where he gives some information about himself. Unfortunately, these passages
are scattered randomly throughout the work, and are not equal in quality. Some of the
information lack chronological data, which makes it impossible to date some crucial
instances of his life, like his visit to the lodge of Sadreddin Konevî in Konya. Moreover,
the information is of a casual character, and it is very difficult to fill the gaps between
two seemingly unrelated information about his life. Thus, much of the life story of
Âşıkpaşa-zâde is bound to remain uncovered.
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Until now, all the scholars dealing with Âşıkpaşa-zâde’s life or his work have
been obliged to limit their biographical notes on him to the information given by
Âşıkpaşa-zâde himself, with, in the case of Âlî Bey, some additional information from
Hadikâtü’l-Cevâmî.86 The situation is complicated by the fact that he was not mentioned
in the sources dating from the 15th or 16th centuries, which leads Köprülü to conclude that
Âşıkpaşa-zâde didn’t have an outstanding reputation during and after his lifetime,87
which is probably true.

The first information given by Âşıkpaşa-zâde himself about his life is his visit to
the house of Yahşı Fakîh, near Geyve, in 816 AH / 1413 AD.88 While telling the events
of Çelebi Mehmed’s march from Bursa to Rumeli, he says that he fell ill, thus obliged to
remain at Geyve. From this information, it can be imagined that Âşıkpaşa-zâde joined
Çelebi Mehmed’s army before its arrival in Bursa, perhaps when the prince announced an
expedition against his brother Musa and began collecting troops in the spring of 1413.89
Considering the fact that the dervish lodge of Elvan Çelebi is situated on the AmasyaAnkara road. Âşıkpaşa-zâde must have joined Çelebi Mehmed’s army during its march
from Amasya onwards.
Of course, the fact that he joined the expedition of Mehmed II raises some
questions. First, how old was he when he marched together with the army? If Köprülü’s
suggestion is accepted, Âşıkpaşa-zâde should be thirteen at that time. When it is
considered that he read a menâkıb about the deeds of the Ottomans during his obligatory
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visit to Yahşı Fakîh’s house, it is not very plausible to think that he was only thirteen at
that time. According to İnalcık’s estimate, he must be twenty or twenty-one years of age
at the period, which sounds more reasonable.
A second question can be raised about why he joined the army. Can we conceive
of this as a kind of sanction bestowed by the family of Âşık Paşa to prince Mehmed? Or
did Âşıkpaşa-zâde intend to continue his life as a member of the army? The second
option is not very probable, considering that he came back to the dervish lodge just after
he resided in Geyve and didn’t take part in any armed expedition for a long time. Thus,
we can think that his presence in the army reflected a kind of involvement in the party of
Mehmed I. As discussed above, such a move was compatible with the family’s attitude to
pray for sultans and to give their support to them. Moreover, the family members might
be on good terms with Mehmed whose provincial holdings in Amasya were not so far
from the dervish lodge. It would be too speculative, in the absence of any document, to
argue that they were receiving from time to time some gifts from the prince. But it is
probable that they knew well about the dynamics of the civil war waging in Anatolia and
the Balkans and that they opted for Çelebi Mehmed.
This visit in Geyve provided Âşıkpaşa-zâde with a copy of a menâkıb,
presumably written by Yahşı Fakîh. The particular aspects of the menâkıb will be dealt
with in another section; here, it suffices to say that Âşıkpaşa-zâde had the opportunity to
read a work written by a prominent religious personality, a fakîh. The fact that he
remained in the house of Yahşı Fakîh can be imputed to his family’s connections
throughout the network of the Vefâî sect. It is known that this sect was widespread in
Anatolia at that time. Or, even if he was not an adept of the Vefâî order, Yahşı Fakîh
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must have heard about the illustrious ancestors of Âşıkpaşa-zâde, thus welcoming him.
To sum up, the fact that he lived for a while in the house of the son of Orhan’s imam may
not have been a sheer coincidence.
It can be concluded that, after recovering from his illness, Âşıkpaşa-zâde returned
to the dervish lodge in Mecidözü. It is proven by the fact that, in late 1421, when Mihaloğlu Mehmed Bey was released from prison in Tokat and was on his way to Ulubad,
where the army of Murad II camped, he passed from Mecidözü and took Âşıkpaşa-zâde
with him. This time, the Ottoman throne was confronted with the pretentions of prince
Mustafa, who had secured the support of Rumelia beys and challenged Murad II.90
Mihal-oğlu Mehmed Bey, imprisoned for his involvement with the party of Musa Çelebi,
was this time welcomed. It was hoped that his influence over the Rumelia beys would
pull back their support from Mustafa.
In a sense, Âşıkpaşa-zâde was again involved in a dynastic struggle, and it would
not be unreasonable to suggest that his presence in the army was again a form of approval
of Murad II’s claim to the Ottoman throne. This attitude is again in compliance with the
family’s political outlook.
Âşıkpaşa-zâde remained with the army until the end of the campaign against
Mustafa. In his Tevârîh, the episodes of the dynastic struggle, Murad’s crossing over the
straits, Mustafa’s execution in Edirne are described in a detailed manner.91 Thus, in
January-February 1422, the dynastic struggle between Mustafa and Murad was resolved
with the victory of Murad.
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After the end of the struggle, Âşıkpaşa-zâde must have returned to the dervish
lodge of Elvan Çelebi or, at least, he must have crossed back to Anatolia. This suggestion
is supported by the fact that he doesn’t mention in his Tevârîh the siege of Istanbul of
Murad II , laid in June 1422.92 He only notes that Murad II took some diplomatic steps to
secure pacts with the voivod of Wallachia and the Byzantine emperor after he eliminated
Mustafa. It is probable that the source or sources that he later used didn’t contain the
details about this siege either. Instead, the event that caused the abandonment of the
siege, the revolt of Murad’s brother Mustafa, which occurred in the second half of 1422,
is meticulously reported in the Tevârîh. It is perhaps because, as mentioned above, he
crossed the straits back to Anatolia with some contingents of the army. In any case, it is
obvious that Âşıkpaşa-zâde was well informed about the events of the revolt of Mustafa
in Anatolia.93 Nevertheless, he must have gone back to the dervish lodge by the end of
1422.
Judging by the entries in the Tevârîh concerning the activities of Yörgüc Paşa
around Amasya and Çorum, we can surmise that he was still living in the dervish lodge
by 1427/28,94 Later historians like Neşrî and Kemalpaşa-zâde contented themselves with
copying the large body of details provided by Âşıkpaşa-zâde on the military activities of
Yörgüc Paşa, who was commanded by Murad II to pacify the north-eastern provinces of
Anatolia.95
For quite a long period, Âşıkpaşa-zâde’s activities are not clear. Until he reemerges in the Balkan region around 1439-40, there is no information in the Tevârîh
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concerning his biography. Thus, it can only be conjectured that he lived for quite a long
time in the dervish lodge of Elvan Çelebi in Mecidözü. At the end, he was compelled to
leave the dervish lodge and live in the Balkans. Such a move could have financial and/or
religious reasons behind it.

II. 1. c. Life in the Balkans
As noted above, Âşıkpaşa-zâde’s activities are unknown for a long period. After
this obscure period, he suddenly re-emerges in the Balkans. Even the date when he went
to the Balkans is not clear. For instance, for the year 837 AH / 1433-34 AD, he mentions
slave prices in the Edirne market.96 However, it is not clear if this information should be
accepted as a proof of his presence in Edirne. It is quite possible that he learned about this
later, from one of his Balkan acquaintances. That his presence in Edirne is supported by
his knowledge of slave prices is only a suggestion.
Concerning his residence in the Balkans, the first precise date is 1438-9, when
Âşıkpaşa-zâde went to pilgrimage. The same year, one of the frontier begs, İshak Beg,
also went to pilgrimage. Âşıkpaşa-zâde mentions that they returned to Üsküp together.
There are two possibilities: either he went to pilgrimage with the entourage of İshak Beg,
or he met him in Mecca, returned to Üsküp with him and became eventually involved in
the entourage of İshak Beg. It is difficult to determine which one of these options is true,
because Âşıkpaşa-zâde doesn’t tell anything about his voyage to Mecca.97
They were back in Üsküp by August 1439, just before Smederovo was captured
by Ottomans. The capture of Smederovo and the subsequent raids into Serbian and
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Hungarian lands were a happy source of income for Âşıkpaşa-zâde. His interest in the
price of slaves in the market of Üsküp is a testimony to the fact that slave trade was one
of the important sources of income for a certain milieu living in the frontier. For instance,
during Murad II’s campaign of 1439, when he had returned to Üsküp, the raids had
produced so much booty that a concubine in good condition was exchanged against a
good pair of boots. It seems that Âşıkpaşa-zâde had the opportunity to profit from this
campaign: he tells that he first bought a boy for 100 akçes. Then, the raiders gave him 7
captives, male and female. Intending to take his slaves to Edirne, Âşıkpaşa-zâde
addressed Murad II, asking him for horses and money. The sultan gave him two horses
and 5000 akçes. With other four horses belonging to him, Âşıkpaşa-zâde went to Edirne
to sell his slaves, some of them for 200 and some of them for 300 akçes. He doesn’t
forget to mention that he prayed for the sultan on that occasion.98
About the raids following the takeover of Smederovo, Âşıkpaşa-zâde tells that he
took part in them with the son of İshak Bey, a certain Paşa Bey, and another frontier
warrior, Kılıççı Doğan. Thus, he was then a member of İshak Bey’s following. In one of
these raids, Âşıkpaşa-zâde joined a cavalry attack against Serbian or Hungarian light
infantry which was not able to resist Ottoman horsemen. Âşıkpaşa-zâde tells that he
killed many enemies, took 5 prisoners, whom he sold in Üsküp for 900 akçes.99 However,
he hadn’t been raised as a warrior. Should we think that he learned how the fight in the
Balkans? In this case, he must have been a very keen student of martial arts, given the
fact that he began raiding soon after he came to Üsküp. Or, should we accept these pieces
of information as the reminiscences of an old man, with a long experience in the Balkan
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frontier, who wants to present himself to his audience as a former warrior, next to his
references as a religious personality? In 1439, he was nearly 45 years of age, and it may
not have been very easy for a man of 45 to join cavalry raids.
Nevertheless, one thing is sure beyond speculation: Âşıkpaşa-zâde secured
himself an existence among the frontier warriors. He was present in the region during the
tumultuous Balkan campaigns of Murad II, and he took his share of the large amount of
booty, joined some raids.
These events and the activities of Âşıkpaşa-zâde deserve some interpretations.
First of all, when we take into account that he was given some captives as presents to him
by the raiders, it can be suggested that he had already established some relations with the
ghazi milieus. Again, perhaps due to the reputation of his family, he was able to address
the sultan directly and to receive gifts from him. Nevertheless, one question should be
answered: Why was Âşıkpaşa-zâde in the Balkans? Did he intend to preach for his own
sect, the Vefâîyye? Was he not able to sustain his living in the dervish lodge of Elvan
Çelebi? The answer could be both. Âlî, in his introduction to the Tevârîh, mentions,
quoting Menâkıb-ı Tâcu’l-Ârifîn, that Âşıkpaşa-zâde was a disciple of Sheikh Abdüllatif
Mukaddesî, the sheikh of the lodge of Sadreddin Konevî in Konya.100 The date of
Âşıkpaşa-zâde’s interview with Abdüllatif Mukaddesî cannot be determined with
precision. But, it can be imagined that he went Konya on his way to Mecca and visited
Abdüllatif Mukaddesi in his lodge.101 If it is added to this fact that, on his way to Mecca,
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he visited some prominent members of the Bekrîyye sect in Egypt,102 perhaps with the
reference of Abdüllatif Mukaddesî, it can be concluded that he returned from Mecca as
an authoritative sheikh, having received the approval of prominent religious men. Thus,
his presence in the Balkans may have gained a new significance.
Âşıkpaşa-zâde carved himself a niche in the Balkans, and the most important
tenet of his life there was his religious identity. The religious identity provided him with
occasional share from booty, and with an obvious reverence on the part of the frontier
people. Moreover, for the purpose of history-writing, he was a witness of the Balkan
struggles in the time of Murad II. He himself declares that there were many raids during
the reign of Murad II, and that he consciously took notice of the events of the time,
writing these down.103
Âşıkpaşa-zâde’s last entry concerning the wars of Murad II is his participation to
the battle of Kosovo in 1448. Thus, during all the tumultuous period extending from the
Peace of Segedin to Murad’s abdication, and then to the events leading to the Battle of
Varna, Âşıkpaşa-zâde was still living in the Balkans. The last campaign in which he
actively took part was Kosovo, where he, according to his own report, killed an enemy
soldier and was awarded a good horse by the sultan. Again, the dynamic of heroic
commitment and subsequent gratification was on play.

II. 1. d. The Last Years: A Quiet Life in Istanbul
We don’t have any information about Âşıkpaşa-zâde’s life from 1448 to 1457.
Although Halil İnalcık argues that Âşıkpaşa-zâde was welcomed in Istanbul just after the
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Ottoman conquest, in 1453, we don’t have any records to sustain this proposition. İnalcık
suggests that Mehmed II would have been particularly content to host a descendant of
Muhlis Paşa, who had some links with the Karamanids and thus, to divert the symbolic
commitment of the family from the Karamanids to the Ottomans,104 but this still needs to
be proven.
After 1448, after Âşıkpaşa-zâde’s display of bravery in the battlefield, the next
entry in the Tevârîh having some relevance for his biography is his participation in the
circumcision ceremony of Mehmed II’s sons Bayezid and Mustafa in Edirne. Âşıkpaşazâde mentions that he assisted the ceremony among the scholars. However, it is obvious
that he was not a member of the highest ranking scholars, given the fact that he didn’t
take part in the famous discussion among the prominent members of the ulemâ.
Nevertheless, he was given some confiserie distributed by the servants, and had also the
occasion to profit from the grants distributed at the end of the ceremony.105
As a descendant of an illustrious family of sheikhs, and as a presence in the
Balkan front, Âşıkpaşa-zâde was credited enough to be invited to the circumcision
ceremony. On the other hand, the description of the ceremony shows that a certain
division among men of religion had began to take place. For instance, Âşıkpaşa-zâde was
present in the feast in the same day with a large body of religious scholars. However, he
didn’t took part in the theological discussion. It may be possible that there was not an yet
a critical line separating sheikhs and religious scholars. These people are noted in the
Tevârîh together as fukarâ ve sülehâ (poor/pious men and wise men). Nevertheless, the
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knowledge and skills of one group had become to supersede the everyday piety of the
other.
Even though it is not clear if Âşıkpaşa-zâde settled in Istanbul from 1453
onwards, it is nonetheless known that he was living there by 1457. It is not known when
he came to settle in the city but an endowment deed of the Fatih Mosque, dated 861 AH /
1457 AD shows that he lived in a house, and that his neighbour was the kadı of Istanbul,
Hoca-zâde.106 A note showing that Âşıkpaşa-zâde went to Üsküb, to his former place of
residence, hoping to receive grants from Mehmed II on his campaign to the Peloponnesos
in 1460,107 means that he took part in some military campaigns, but was definitely settled
in Istanbul.
The last years of Âşıkpaşa-zâde were obviously devoid of turmoil, in the sense
that he seems to have lived a well-settled life of a religious personality. İnalcık’s
meticulous researches have unveiled that, according to an endowment deed dated 1473,
Âşıkpaşa-zâde owned storehouses and shops in Galata, and payed rent to the treasury for
one of these shops.108 In this atmosphere, he started to write his Tevârîh. He also had the
opportunity to found a small mosque, bearing the name of his illustrious ancestor Âşık
Paşa. If it is true that the construction was funded by an ağa of Babüssaade,109 it can be
conjectured that Âşıkpaşa-zâde had established some links with people living in the
retinue of the sultan. Thus, he had become a somewhat well-to-do citizen of Istanbul,
finally freed from economic strains.
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The date of Âşıkpaşa-zâde’s death is not known. İnalcık’s estimate about the life
span of Âşıkpaşa-zâde is complicated by his giving Âşıkpaşa-zâde’s date of death as
1502, basing himself on the fact that the last entry in his Tevârîh includes the events of
the year 1502 AD.110 However, it is possible that a scribe copying the work around 15023 AD added the events up to that year. On the other hand, the last entry in the Atsız
edition is about Mehmed II’s expedition to Scutari of Albania dated 883 AH / 1479 AD.
It can be assumed that Âşıkpaşa-zâde lived some time after this expedition, and appended
the parts about Ottoman viziers, scholars and prominent religious personalities to the end
of his Tevârîh. Therefore, it can be concluded that he died some time after this date.
According to Atsız, who quotes Hadikâtü’l-Cevâmî, Âşıkpaşa-zâde died on Muharrem
22, 886 AH / March 23, 1481 AD.111
It is easier to accept 1481 AD as Âşıkpaşa-zâde’s date of death because, even if
the manuscript used by İnalcık, the one called the Istanbul manuscript, includes some
entries for 1502 AD, the sequence of events between 1481 and 1502 is not meticulously
recorded, and this is not consistent with Âşıkpaşa-zâde’s approach. Âşıkpaşa-zâde would
rather prefer to continue to record, on a chronological basis, as much as he could gather
about the events occurring in the Ottoman realm. Although İnalcık notes that a “veled-i
Âşık Paşa” was among the trustees of the Fatih Mosque endowment in 1492 as a proof
that Âşıkpaşa-zâde should be alive after AD 1481,112 it is likely that another member of
his family would also be named as a descendant of Âşık Paşa.
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Why do we have to deal with Âşıkpaşa-zâde’s life? It should be said that it is not
only for the sake of convention, for the reason that a biography of the writer of the
Tevârîh-i Âl-i Osman should be included in a study trying to unveil the mentality of a
period via a critical text belonging to the same period.
While sketching the biography of Âşıkpaşa-zâde against all the gaps and blurred
points of its trajectory, my aim has been to find out a relation between the life and the
work. As underlined at the very beginning of the discussion, the tradition of a prominent
family, with all its contradictions, transformations, political and religious attitudes, was
transmitted to Âşıkpaşa-zâde. He was himself well aware that he was a descendant of an
illustrious family. And this allegiance towards the family was extended to include other
members of the Vefâîyye sect as well. As mentioned above, the fact that he chose to bear
the name of an illustrious forefather as an epithete shows the fact that he identified
himself with the family. In his Tevârîh, Âşıkpaşa-zâde mentions the names of Âşık Paşa,
Muhlis Paşa and Baba İlyas, and adds that Baba İlyas was a follower and representative
(halife) of Şeyh Seyyid Ebu’l-Vefâ.113 Then, towards the end of the text, when he
mentions the names of the prominent religious personalities who lived in the Ottoman
realm, he includes the names of Baba İlyas, Muhlis Paşa and Âşık Paşa.114 When we
consider the fact that Sheikh Edebalı and the dervish Geyikli Baba, also of the Vefâî
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order, are also mentioned in various parts of the Tevârîh,115 it appears that Âşıkpaşazâde’s aim was to invent a role for his family and for his religious order in general.116
The family tradition explains Âşıkpaşa-zâde’s religious motifs, and his
interpretation of Ottoman sultans. In a sense, Âşıkpaşa-zâde’s text is a reservoir of
received truths and opinions about religion and politics. It will be demonstrated
elsewhere in this study that he sometimes criticized Ottoman sultans, and tried to lay
down honoured precedents for the contemporary sultans to follow. However, in the last
instance, his criticisms never went beyond a certain limit. The nostalgia for a political
leader imbued with nomadic values gradually gave in to the glorified figure of Murad II
and Mehmed II, the first true padişâh.
Apart from the influence of the family, which must have instilled in him a
singular understanding of Islam and a respect towards the wordly ruler, there was
doubtlessly the impact of his experiences in the Balkans. He went to the area probably
with the aim of preaching and securing himself a living. And the region provided him
with what he wanted: a certain reputation as a religious personality who was given
presents by the sultan and invited to the circumcision ceremony organized by another
sultan. Thus, he had found a certain way of making his living by receiving presents.
His last years were spent in a quiet setting. He was settled in the center of the
empire, owned some shops and houses, and didn’t need to secure for himself the good
will of some frontier warriors who would send him money and slaves. It seems that he
was on good terms with some people from the Inner Chamber of the palace, and these
115
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latter funded the mosque erected in the name of Âşık Paşa. He wrote his Tevârîh in this
atmosphere, his mind filled with the deeds of great men, some of whom were from his
own family and sect. His experiences in the Balkans were reflected in the text, and he
obviously liked to present himself as a man who didn’t restrain himself from fighting the
enemy. Again, he was upset by the practice of mukataa, which caused some occasional
criticisms in the Tevârîh. However, he was also witnessing the impressive imperial
symbolism constructed around the personality of Mehmed II and he was among those
who praised the magnificent deeds of the sultan. Over time, he had come to the point of
disdaining heterodox dervishes, who had once fought under the command of sheikhs
from his own sect, and he had reproduced a mainstream religious outlook, in good terms
with worldly power.

II. 2. Genre Features and Sources of the Tevârîh-i Âl-i Osman
In this section, there will be a discussion concerning the sources and genre
features of Âşıkpaşa-zâde’s Tevârîh-i Âl-i Osman. To identify the sources and genre
features of the work will provide further clues helping to identify the position of the work
among the historiographical production of the 15th century. Moreover, it will show the
work’s relations with other literary genres of the period.
Âşıkpaşa-zâde’s Tevârîh is perhaps the most significant production of this
historiographical current which, in fact, is constituted by two separate tendencies. The
Tevârîh is, first of all, the longest work of history produced before Neşrî’s Cihan-nümâ.
It includes more details, more chronological information than the works written before it.

role in accordance with his desire to give his family and order an important role in the foundation of the
Ottoman state.
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Unlike the works belonging to the “courtly” tradition, it elaborates the facts, includes
more details, opens up some discussions and asks some questions. For instance, it deals
with some critical questions such as the practice of tanistry and the pattern of succession,
fratricide, or the legitimacy of the Ottoman house. In addition, it includes some
criticisms, which differentiate the Tevârîh further from the courtly tradition. Moreover, it
develops a peculiar interpretation of an “alliance of social milieus” underlying the
construction of the Ottoman state; the work includes a portrayal of the harmonious
collaboration between the Ottoman house, the ghazis and the dervishes. The criticisms
may be said to be related to this concept of an “ideological alliance” which is disrupted
and redefined with the development of the Ottoman enterprise. Thus, there is also a
peculiar description of the process of Ottoman centralization and bureucratization.

II. 2. a. Genre Features of the Tevârîh-i Âl-i Osman
First of all, it should be said that the Tevârîh-i Âl-i Osman contains three distinct
sections, which could be called as three separate “narrative instances”. The first one of
these is the part of the work written under the influence of Yahşı Fakîh’s Menâkıb.117
This part of the work includes what we may call the narrative of the earlier days of the
Ottoman enterprise. The same period is used by Âşıkpaşa-zâde himself as a period into
which some political aspirations are retrospectively attributed. For instance, the praise of
a political enterprise founded with the initiative of the House of Osman, the ghazis and
117
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the dervishes takes place in this section of the narrative. Like the Anonymous, Âşıkpaşazâde’s sections dealing with early Ottoman history include stories about dervishes or
ghazis. In these sections, Ottoman rulers are portrayed like tribal chiefs, who act leniently
towards their subjects, who share the booty with the ghazis, who allocate towns to the
dervishes. In these periods, the ghazi milieus seem to have a sort of independence; in lack
of a formal military force, they act by themselves, open up new terrains of conquest for
the Ottomans, act as the agents of the expansion of Islam by conquering new lands. It is
possible that these images are to some extent true. More than all, the fact Yahşı Fakîh
was the son of the imam of Orhan makes him closer than anybody to the core of the
Ottoman enterprise and thus to the stories and/or realities of foundation.118
The second section of the Tevârîh begins where the time span covered by the
Menâkıb, i.e. the period extending from the political “coming out” of Osman to the end of
the Interregnum, ends. From then on, the Tevârîh becomes a book written by Âşıkpaşazâde himself, rather than a copy or supplement of the Menâkıb. The dominant feature of
this second part of the work is that it reflects the personal experiences of Âşıkpaşa-zâde.
For instance, the activities of Yörgüc Paşa and of his punitive expeditions against the
neighbouring Turkoman nomads in the region of Yozgat and Amasya is included in the
work. Moreover, Murad II’s campaigns on the Balkans are meticulously recorded.
Âşıkpaşa-zâde himself notes that he witnessed these military operations, and that he

Anonymous. See H. E. Cengiz, “Yahşı Fakîh”, Tarih ve Toplum 71 (1989): 295-7. However, this opinion is
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consciously wrote them down.119 The circumcision ceremony of the sons of Mehmed II,
the practice of mukataa are also included in the work.
The third section of the work may be called an “addendum” to the text already
composed by Âşıkpaşa-zâde. It has been discussed in the first section of this chapter that
it is not very realistic to suppose that it was Âşıkpaşa-zâde himself who wrote the work
down to 1502. More specifically, it may be suggested that the original work of Âşıkpaşazâde ends with the campaign of Mehmed II against Scutari of Albania. In addition, given
the fact that Âşıkpaşa-zâde included after the chapter recording Mehmed II’s campaign
some notes about the personalities and achievements of Ottoman sultans, about the
viziers, sheikhs and religious scholars who lived in the Ottoman realm, it may be
assumed that he intended these chapters to be the end of his work. The supposition of an
“addendum” is also supported by the fact that it begins with the following statement:
“Bâb – It Is About What Happened After All These Adventures”.120 Thus, it suggests a
new beginning, or a continuation of the work by someone else, given the fact that
Âşıkpaşa-zâde himself never uses such a statement before the chapters; he always prefers
to give a definite action, the name of a battle, or a new policy and application, etc. It is
possible that the addendum was appended by one of his disciples or by a member of his
family, given the fact that the anonymous writer of this addendum also uses the
pseudonym of Aşıkî in the poems added to the end of each section.121 Moreover, if the
work of Âşıkpaşa-zâde was completed in 1502 by himself, it is obvious that Bayezid II’s
name, as well as the buildings that he patronized would be recorded with those of the
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other Ottoman sultans. However, the buildings patronized by Bayezid, as well as the
prominent religious scholars having lived in his reign are recorded separately,122
suggesting that these sections were added by someone else writing in the reign of
Bayezid.
Furthermore, the addendum to the work doesn’t precisely follow the pattern of the
Tevârîh. First, it doesn’t include the events of each year as comprehensively as the earlier
part. Moreover, it has a number of détours where some pages of the history of the
Karakoyunlus, or summaries from gazavât-nâmes are included. These sources used in the
“addendum” will be analyzed below. It suffices to say here that this section is made of
summaries of some other works, placed in a kind of historical sequence but not reflecting
the real turn of events. In short, it may be said that the “addendum” includes not a real
chronological sequence, but a thematic compilation. The center of attention is the
Ottoman-Mamluk relations, which had become more and more antagonistic under the
reign of Bayezid II.123 Another issue is the Ottoman-Venetian wars, and these wars are
recorded by reference to some gazavât-nâmes.

After identifying these three sections of the work, a general description of the text
is in order. Âşıkpaşa-zâde’s Tevârîh is constituted of chapters, entitled bâbs. These
sections include some concrete events, like the takeover of the castle of Aydos, or the
submission of the Serbian kingdom. In the first section of the Tevârîh, the organization of
chapters is more blurred, and some stories about dervishes may be included. Moreover,
121
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one chapter may be conflated to include a series of events, rather than a sole and decisive
event. After the Interregnum, this organization into chapters becomes well defined than
before, and each chapter is generally devoted to a single event or achievement.
In the Tevârîh, the chapters are often followed by a short poem. These poems
sometimes deal with events already told in the bâb, and they have the function of
emphasizing some important issues. For instance, after the betrayal of the Karamanids is
described, it is followed by a poem dealing with the hypocrisy of the Karamanids.124
Some poems remind the work of Ahmedî, the İskender-nâme in the sense that they are
the reports of some events in a versified form.125 On other occasions, these poems are
used in order to convey moralistic messages dealing with the futility of worldly life, the
passage of time, the virtues of praying and submitting oneself to the will of God.126
The moralistic poems may be said to reflect the worldview of Âşıkpaşa-zâde, and
it is possible to find out the repercussions of a pious, religious tradition of poetry,
symbolized by a set of diverse writers like Âşık Paşa or Yunus Emre.127 These poems
show how distant Âşıkpaşa-zâde was from the newly developed tradition of poetry,
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inspired by Persian examples, and dealing with the joys and pleasures of life.128 In a
sense, Âşıkpaşa-zâde perpetuates the dervish ideal of fakr, the notion that life is
something to be endured until the real life, the after-world is reached.
The Tevârîh’s outstanding features include the use of a simple, unsophisticated
language. Âşıkpaşa-zâde’s work doesn’t include the embellished formulas of the courtly
tradition. Moreover, it also lacks the Arabic formulas, or Quranic verses used in the
Anonymous and Neşrî. At first sight, this simplicity of language may be attributed to the
fact that Âşıkpaşa-zâde didn’t receive a sophisticated education, that he didn’t know
much about Arabic literature and the Quran itself. However, when it is considered that he
was invited to the circumcision ceremony of the sons of Mehmed II, that he was
introduced to some circles close to the Ottoman palace, it may be concluded that he had
at least some notions of Arabic and of Islamic literature. However, in the last instance, it
should be kept in mind that all his life, he was a member of the dervish-ghazi milieu and
that he should have reflected the learning and the level of knowledge of the fakîhs. Thus,
it may be said that he represented in a sense the volk Islam, and that he was not able, for
example like İbn Kemal, to write in Arabic and Persian. The fact that his work doesn’t
include some references to more sophisticated expressions of Islam, and that it is full of
more moralizing, pedagogic, handbook-like aspects of everyday piety shows the limits of
his skills about religious matters. Moreover, a simple language may have been used in
order to reach the ghazi-dervish milieu. Âşıkpaşa-zâde knew these milieus very well, and
he was absolutely aware of their level of learning and culture. Thus, even if he knew
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more than he seemed to know, he would perhaps have preferred to use a much simpler
language.
Âşıkpaşa-zâde’s language may be taken as an important testimony to the
grammatical structure and vocabulary of 15th century Turkish, as it was spoken in
Anatolia and in the Balkans. As it has been noted above, this language ignores to some
extent Arabic and Persian words. When it is considered that Âlî Bey added a large
number of editorial notes to explain some words of Âşıkpaşa-zâde,129 it appears that
before the nationalist concerns of “Turkifying” the language from 1910’s to the 1940’s,
much of the Turkish words of Âşıkpaşa-zâde were difficult to understand for the learned
members of 19th and 20th century Ottoman society.
Another interesting feature of Âşıkpaşa-zâde’s work is the inclusion of dialogues.
In the Tevârîh, distinct from the works of the courtly tradition, historical characters
speak, discuss, curse, praise, blame. Thus, the inclusion of dialogues becomes one of the
critical instances of rendering the characteristics of a person into writing. In the courtly
tradition, Ottoman sultans are represented as frozen stereotypes of dynastic virtues, while
the popular tradition and Neşrî, following it, make them speak. Osman’s speeches are
more naïve, more simple. However, Murad II’s and Mehmed II’s words are given with an
air of sultanic superiority. They are portrayed while they are threatening pashas, or while
they are proclaiming the beginning of a campaign. Other characters, such as the beg of
the Karamanids, Timur, and some pashas are also made to speak.
Another factor that distinguishes Âşıkpaşa-zâde’s work from the Anonymous and
from the more popular historical epics is the use of a chronology. It cannot be purported
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that this chronology is very rigorous and meticulous.130 However, Âşıkpaşa-zâde aims
often to record the dates of historical events. Especially after the Interregnum, this
chronology becomes more detailed. This may be due to the fact that Âşıkpaşa-zâde
himself was taking some notes, with the aim of writing the events that he witnessed. Or,
he was helped by the tradition of compiling historical calendars, which became an
important genre under Murad II. It is obvious that he made use of some historical
calendars, given the fact that he records some earthquakes, fires, comets at the end of the
events of a year, much like in the fashion of a historical calendar. The issue of the sources
will be discussed below. What is important about Âşıkpaşa-zâde’s use of chronology is
that he thus supersedes the concept of epic time, which doesn’t recognize time-barriers,
which can, for example, make Seyyid Battal ride the horse of Hamza, Muhammed’s
uncle, or include a companion of the prophet as one of the comrades of the hero of the
tale. Thus, despite some entries reflecting the influence of popular tales, the Tevârîh has a
much more realistic understanding of time sequences. It is obvious that a relation of
cause and effect is not established between these time sequences, or between the
activities of individuals. Nevertheless, the Tevârîh represents one step forward from the
fanciful and irrealistic time conception of popular epics.
Then, there are some entries which reflect menâkıb-nâme features. The most
obvious example is of course the so-called “dream of Osman”, where the family receives
its divine sanction. There are other examples as well. For instance, after the death of Sarı
129
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Yatı, the brother of Osman, his burial site becomes a holy place. At night, by-passers see
a holy light flowing from the skies upon the grave.131 Again, the grave of Osman’s
nephew Aydoğdu becomes a place of worship. Sick horses are brought to the grave of
Aydoğdu with the belief that they will be cured. Thus, a cult is formed around the
personality of Aydoğdu.132 Again, Murad I is said to destroy castles by praying and
cursing. It is said that he has a holy and powerful breath, a nefes. All these menâkıb-nâme
themes are included obviously in order to emphasize the sanctified character of the
Ottoman family, whose superior and lesser members similarly possess some spiritual
powers. However, these menâkıb-nâme themes disappear from the work when the parts
inspired by the Menâkıb of Yahşı Fakîh end, leaving their place to a more realistic chain
of narrative.
Another interesting feature of the work is the peculiar aspects related to
toponymy. Criticized by Colin Imber as testimonies to the artificial and made-up aspects
of the works of Ottoman historians,133 these toponymical details establish some relations
with the names of ghazis and the names of some towns. For instance, the name of the
town of Konurpa is said to be inspired by the name of Konur Alp.134 Or, the name of the
town of Dinboz is attributed to a crushing defeat by Muslims over Christians, whose

la chronologie des sources ottomanes et ses pièges”, in Studies in Ottoman History in Honour of Prof. V. L.
Ménage, 17, 28.
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religion was destroyed (dini bozuldu).135 Again, some links are established between some
events and the names given to those places where the events are said to have occurred.
For example, on the orders of Osman, a Christian lord is “killed and buried like a dog”.
Thus, the place is named as İt Eşeni after this event.136
While such instances are used by Imber to refute the veracity of 15th-century
Ottoman historiography, we may accept them as the signs showing how the physical
space was interpreted and described by the historians. Accordingly, these toponymical
concerns show that physical space, the name of towns, mountain passages and plains
were redefined by reference to some historical/legendary achievements, just as the men
of the tribe were named after their achievements in Dede Korkut stories. In a sense,
Âşıkpaşa-zâde reflected a set of beliefs which originally tried to understand the world, the
geography around them.

II. 2. b. The Sources of the Tevârîh-i Âl-i Osman
The most important source of Âşıkpaşa-zâde is obviously the Menâkıb of Yahşı
Fakîh. In a sense, this source distinguishes the work of Âşıkpaşa-zâde from others by
providing him with some original information not found elsewhere.137 Moreover, the
closeness of Yahşı Fakîh to the Ottoman house via his father makes his work a privileged
source. Even if the degree of historical accuracy may be suspect, Yahşı Fakîh’s Menâkıb
is obviously a precious source for the legends and mental constructs concerning the
foundations of the Ottoman state. Moreover, it should be underlined that the work
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obviously satisfied the expectations of Âşıkpaşa-zâde, who wanted to assess the
contribution of the ghazi-dervish milieu in his work. Added to the evidence in the
Menâkıbü’l-Kudsiyye about Edebalı’s belonging to the sect of Vefaîyye, Yahşı Fakîh’s
work in a sense corroborated Elvan Çelebi’s words and provided the Vefaîyye with a
larger framework in which the dervishes of the sect acted together with the Ottoman
family.
Next to the influence of the Menâkıb, there are what may be called “direct
reports” of some individuals. For instance, Bayezid I’s battle with the Hungarians near
Alaca Hisar is reported by Timurtaşoğlu Umur Bey, who took part in the expedition.138
The Battle of Ankara is reported by someone whose name is not given, but who is said to
be the commander of the fortress of Amasya in the reign of Mehmed I.139 Of course, there
may be other direct reports in the work, whose reporters are not identified by Âşıkpaşazâde. Again, Âşıkpaşa-zâde’s personal experiences added a great deal to the work. The
activities of Yörgüc Paşa around Yozgat and Amasya, the dialogue between Abdülkadir
Mukaddesî and Cüneyd Erdebilî, Murad II’s Balkan campaigns and the general
atmosphere of the frontiers, the circumcision ceremony of Mehmed II’s sons, the
application of mukataa were all witnessed by Âşıkpaşa-zâde himself and reported in his
work.
Moreover, it is obvious that Âşıkpaşa-zâde made use of some historical calendars
in his work. This is shown by the inclusion of some stylistic features of the calendars in
the work. For instance, in some sections, it is reported that two comets were seen that
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year. Again, some fires or epidemics are recorded. 140 Given that Âşıkpaşa-zâde himself
lived far from the places where the comets were observed or where the epidemics broke
out, it is certain that he had at hand some historical calendars, which recorded such events
besides some information about rulers and important battles.141
In addition to all these sources, the influence of gazavât-nâmes is obvious. For the
Balkan campaigns of Murad II, Âşıkpaşa-zâde didn’t use the famous Gazavât-nâme-i
Sultan Murad. In a sense, he didn’t need to, because he was already a first-hand witness
of these campaigns and struggles. However, especially in what I have been calling the
“addendum”, the influence of gazavât-nâmes is evident. In some sections, the
compiler/scribe copied directly from some gazavât-nâmes written under Bayezid II. For
instance, it is possible to suggest that the sections about the takeover of Lepanto and
Modon were taken from a gazavât-nâme, the so-called Feth-i İnebahtı ve Moton by
Safâyî.142 Again, the sections dealing with a Venetian attack on Lesbos in 1501 are again
taken from another gazavât-nâme, the Kutub-nâme or Kıssa-i Midilli of Uzun Firdevsî.143
Nevertheless, the list of sources, some which are obviously and others probably
used by Âşıkpaşa-zâde shows that he himself was behind a large part of the text. This is
one of the most important aspects of the Tevârîh. Much evidence was taken from some
sources, but others were added by Âşıkpaşa-zâde. He grew up with ghazi-dervish stories,
140
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with dervish ideals recorded in Âşık Paşa’s Fakr-nâme, with the handbook-like
pedagogic ethics recorded in the Garib-nâme, and with the sense of belonging to a great
family as told in the Menâkıbü’l-Kudsiyye. In the world in which he lived, there were
some discourses which circumscribed everybody and every human activity, which made
sense of the world in which people dwelled. Âşıkpaşa-zâde’s Tevârîh is constituted by an
amalgamation of these discourses, which interacted with each other, disclosed other
discourses, and gave a “voice” to the people to interpret their everyday lives. In
Âşıkpaşa-zâde’s case, the discourses about the ideological alliance lying behind the
emergence of the Ottoman state, the discourse of heroism appended to the sense of
religious duty, everyday piety and abstention from worldly pleasures, the discourse of a
puritan religious worldview came together to define the texture, the political mentality
visible in the Tevârîh. This body of discourses, competing and intersecting with each
other alternatively, provided the “knowledge of the world” to those who asked some
questions about life and death, glory and defeat, reward and punishment.
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III. CHARACTERS IN THE TEVÂRÎH-İ ÂL-İ OSMAN: SULTANS, DERVISHES,
GHAZIS, ADVISORS AND CHRISTIANS

Âşıkpaşa-zâde’s opinions on the Ottoman sultans and the history of the dynasty,
his categorizations defining sultans as tribal chiefs or ghazis help us find out the clues of
his conception of Ottoman history, his political opinions, his moralism and even his
longings and expectations. Moreover, the general dynamics of early Ottoman history may
be studied through a comparison of the works of the historians writing in the 15th century.
This doesn’t mean that their works are to be accepted as authoritative sources. The
inaccuracies that they include have been the focus of more than one studies, and caused
Fuad Köprülü to speak about the legends and made-up stories of early Ottoman
historians. However, it is interesting to follow the process of the formation of a central
body of advisors, clerks, religious scholars and literati through the repercussions of this
process in the historical works. Again, the practice of fratricide and the peculiar dynamics
of tanistry are addressed in these works. Thus, these sources offer us important data on
how the pattern of succession was viewed by members of different social milieus. It is
obvious that what made the happiness of one party was often detrimental to others living
in the same social and political realm. Moreover, even though the majority claimed to be
the advocates of Sunnite Islam, the religious interpretations, the conceptions about those
who carried the message of the religion differed. The cleavage between a dervish-ghazi
sensibility claiming its share in the foundation of the Ottoman state and a more rigorous
attitude emphasizing the more doctrinal aspects of the religion is visible throughout these
historical works. While an experienced administrator like Nişancı Mehmed points at the
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necessity of the practice of fratricide as the perpetuation of the political body, Âşıkpaşazâde and the writers/compilers of the Anonymous voice more naïve, more moralistic
concerns criticising the murder of innocent brothers. The marvellous stories of the ghazis
and dervishes, which are dear to Âşıkpaşa-zâde and the Anonymous, are not at all taken
into account by Şükrullah and Nişancı Mehmed who prefer to single out the greatness of
the sultan above anybody living in the Ottoman society.
The Tevârîh of Âşıkpaşa-zâde can be analyzed only within this tight web made of
cross-references, omissions, fictions and projections. Further, in order to understand these
implicit political opinions, criticisms, expectations and longings, the historian’s views
about individuals is crucial. This is because, some remarks found in the Anonymous
excepted, there are not many instances of criticism touching upon political processes per
se. Much is focused on individuals. An individual’s given acts may be the symbol of a
general immoralism or, again, an anecdote concerning a simple dervish may tell much
beyond its immediate significance. Thus, the first key to the mentality of a historian is his
characterization of historical figures.
Here, there is an obvious difference between Âşıkpaşa-zâde and the Anonymous
on the one hand, and a group of what we may call “court historians” on the other. This
difference stems from the inclusion or omission of personalities of secondary importance
in the texture of the work. This means that a set of characters, ranging from frontier begs
to Anatolian dervishes, from immigrant religious scholars to dedicated viziers, is found in
the more popular histories while the figure of the sultan overwhelmingly occupies most
of the work in the court historians. Âşıkpaşa-zâde and the Anonymous are richer in
content, while many of their details lack in the works of the “court” historians. Neşrî, on
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the other hand, brings together the characteristics of these two distinct approaches of
history-writing. He includes edifying stories and formulas of praise in his text, he edits
the criticisms of earlier texts and remoulds them in the form of more admissible realities.
But, while doing this, he erases the remnants of a primitive, localistic reaction. Thus,
Neşrî is in a sense an “acceptable” version of the earlier traditions, and a “detailed and
annotated” version of the earlier courtly works whose formulas don’t say much about the
turn of the events. Neşrî instructs and corrects, develops some themes and erases others.
In this section, the figures included in the historical works produced in the 15th
century are analyzed. The discussion will focus on Âşıkpaşa-zâde’s Tevârîh-i Âl-i
Osman. However, Âşıkpaşa-zâde’s characterizations are analyzed in comparison with the
works of other historians. Thus, it is hoped that the points of intersection and divergence
will be unveiled.

III. 1. The Origins and Members of the Ottoman House
III. 1. a. The Genealogy of the Ottoman House
Not only Âşıkpaşa-zâde, but the majority of the works of Ottoman historians
written in the 15th century include some genealogies of the Ottoman house. The common
point of these genealogies, which are very similar to each other, is that they claim a
descent from the legendary leader of Turkomans, Oghuz Khan. Ahmedî, in his Dâsitân,
is the first historian to mention a connection with Oghuz lineage. However, writing in the
first decade of the 15th century, this work includes only the names of Gök Alp, Gündüz
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Alp, Ertuğrul and “some people from Oghuz” in a confused manner.144 This confusion
may be due to the fact that the names of legendary ancestors were circulating in the oral
traditions, but the genealogical line was not yet formalized in the first decade of the 15th
century.
Before Âşıkpaşa-zâde, Şükrullah,145 in 1459, and Nişancı Mehmed Paşa,146 in
1480-1, provided more coherent versions of the Ottoman genealogy, where the lineage
begins with Noah and his son Japheth. Âşıkpaşa-zâde gives a more detailed genealogical
tree of the Ottoman house, whereas Şükrullah and Nişancı Mehmed Paşa identify the
names of the prophet and his son, together with the name of Oghuz Khan and some of his
illustrious descendants. It appears that all the historians in the 15th century, despite their
differing opinions, their different concerns, and their different literary tastes, agreed on a
descent from the illustrious Oghuz Khan. In this sense, Âşıkpaşa-zâde agrees with others
that the Ottoman family is a descendant of Oghuz Khan and of Kayı/Kayık Alp, thus
holding the key to supremacy over the other Turkoman tribes. The claim of supremacy is
visible in an anecdote provided by Şükrullah. In 1449, sent in a diplomatic mission to the
Akkoyunlu ruler Mirza Cihanşah, he is shown a book “in Mongol script” dealing with the
forefathers of Turkomans. Mirza Cihanşah, perhaps in a mood of diplomatic courtesy,
tells that they share the same ancestors with the Ottomans. He adds that the Akkoyunlus
descend from Deniz Khan, whereas the Ottoman line goes back to Gök Khan. Thus, adds
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Şükrullah, Cihanşah accepts the Ottoman superiority, given the fact that the skies are
above the seas.147
The full version of the genealogical tree, completed by a historical account is
given in Neşrî’s Cihan-nümâ, where the issue is interpreted in greater detail.148 It seems
that the history of the Oghuzes, in a few decades, from the 1450’s to the 1490’s, had
become a necessary introduction to the Ottoman history. It is obvious that these
biographies were taken from an oğuz-nâme. Moreover, the contributions of the oral
tradition, of the stories in Kitab-ı Dede Korkut are obvious. Thus, to sum up, what is
witnessed in the 15th century is that the stories and genealogical trees about Oghuzes,
already found in the oral tradition, are formalized and written down in the Ottoman
realm.
Thus, it appears that the Oghuz genealogy had become an important asset in the
15th century, and that all the historians mention some connection to it in their works. But,
from which source did they borrow the names of these revered ancestors? In Ahmedî’s
case, it is obvious that legends and oral traditions make up the references: the
chronological sequence is confused and the ancestors are thought as the contemporaries
and co-fighters of Ertuğrul. However, in the case of Şükrullah, Nişancı Mehmed, the
Anonymous and Âşıkpaşa-zâde, there is a much more elaborate genealogy. The source of
this elaborate genealogy may be Yazıcı-zâde Ali’s translation of İbn Bîbî’s Persian
chronicle, El Evâmirü’l-Alâiyye under the title of Selçuk-nâme in 1425.149 Yazıcı-zâde
adapted, rather than translated the work, and added some passages, favoring the Ottoman
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family among the other descendants of Oghuz. Another source for historians with a
knowledge of Persian and Arabic seems to be Reşidüddin Fazlullah’s Câmîü’t-Tevârîh,
which is the earliest example of the oğuz-nâme genre. It can be argued that Âşıkpaşazâde read the Selçuk-nâme of Yazıcı-zâde, or that he was informed by other sources
whose common point was the Ottomans’ genealogical superiority.150
Next, we can inquire the reasons for the adaptation of such a genealogy on the
part of the Ottomans. When it is considered that similar genealogies were drawn up for
the Akkoyunlu family,151 it appears that the problem of lineage and ancestors had more
than one facet, and it was not encountered by the Ottomans alone.
The roots of a search of legitimation which would magnify the image of the
Ottoman house in the eyes of the Turkoman masses still living in most parts of Anatolia
can be dated back to the period that followed the Timurid invasion. It should be kept in
mind that the provinces in Rumelia remained at the hands of some members of the
Ottoman family or at the hands of some frontier begs whose allegiance, even if it was not
a relation of total submission, was nevertheless directed towards the Ottoman house.
The problem was created by the separation of some Anatolian principalities, and
by the rise and expansion of the Akkoyunlu power after the invasion of Timur. The
“Oghuz revivalism” of the Akkoyunlu ruler Kara Osman (r. 1403-35) who gained
considerable lands in Eastern Anatolia and whose pretentions of descent through
Bayındır Khan might have provided him with an ideological basis to demand the
allegiance of the Turcomans of Anatolia, Syria and Azarbayjan152 must have formed an
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important crisis of legitimacy and the prospect of an eventual Akkoyunlu take-over of a
large part of Anatolia.
Thus, in a sense, the “Turcoman/Turkic” element was the center of the problem.
The anecdotes of Ottoman historians about the perfidious attitudes of the Turkoman
contingents who went over to the side of Timur in the Battle of Ankara, and the scenes
whereby Anatolian begs who took refuge in Timur’s court complain about Bayezid’s
policies, testify to the fact that the Turkoman element, which was never totally controlled,
had grown into a real threat for the Ottomans. The accusations against Bayezid who is
said to have pursued a cruel policy against Anatolian principalities show that the
alienation of the Turkoman element was a source of concern, and even of preoccupation.
To understand why the Turkoman element was alienated from the Ottoman house was
crucial, and to establish a link between the Ottoman family and the Turkomans was
important.
Thus, it seems that it is not very difficult to identify the sources used by the 15thcentury Ottoman historians concerning the forefathers of the Ottomans. The important
thing is that there was a need to claim that the Ottomans descended from the Oghuzes,
and that their clan, the Kayı, had the right to rule over the Oghuz tribes. The eventual
need to claim descent from a more recent ancestor, Süleyman Şah, will be dealt with in
the next section. Here, it suffices to say that the Oghuz genealogy was in a sense dictated
by the turn of the events and that it was unanimously accepted. It is also interesting that
Ahmedî’s Dâsitân, written c. 1400-1410, does not reflect a developed sense of belonging
to the Oghuz line while the works of later historians contain detailed genealogies, going
back to Noah. Âşıkpaşa-zâde and the Anonymous, the most original examples of
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Ottoman historiography in the 15th century, don’t differ from the mainstream versions of
the Ottoman genealogy. Of course, the sources included some contradictory themes as
well. For example, in Şükrullah, the Ottomans descend from Gök Han while Yazıcı-zâde
claims that the Ottoman lineage goes back to Gün Han.153 However, what is important is
that there was a common theme of Oghuz legitimacy. Yazıcı-zâde’s emphasis on Gün
Han may be attributed to the fact that Gün Han was said to be the father of Kayı, and that
the clan of Kayı was deemed to rule over other tribes.154
Apart from the genealogical claims, the Ottoman search for legitimacy had other
components. These are the family’s bid for waging ghaza, and the claim about Ottomans
being the heirs of the Anatolian Seljuks.155 These claims of legitimation will be dealt in
the next sections on Âşıkpaşa-zâde’s version of Süleyman Şah and Ertuğrul. It should be
added that the Oghuz legitimation came later, after the claims of ghaza and a direct
transfer of power from the Seljuks to the Ottomans. However, before the advent of
Mehmed II, during the major part of the 15th century, it was the main theme in the
discussion of legitimacy, as a living testimony to the power of legends and ancestry.

III. 1. b. Süleyman Şah, Ertuğrul, and the Anatolian Seljuks
Before Neşrî, the name of Süleyman Şah is mentioned only in the popular
tradition, in Oruc, the Anonymous and Âşıkpaşa-zâde. As the editor of the popular and
courtly traditions, it is normal that Neşrî included some episodes about him. But the fact
that Süleyman Şah is not mentioned in Ahmedî, Şükrullah and Nişancı Mehmed shows
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that, unlike Ertuğrul, Süleyman Şah was living only in the popular tradition. While all the
historians include some episodes about Sultan Alâeddin sending a horsetail standard and
drums to Osman as the symbol of the approval of Osman’s political existence, Âşıkpaşazâde’s version of the Ottoman legitimacy also includes a reference to Süleyman Şah as
the Ottoman ancestor who came to Anatolia before the Seljuk family.
The versions of the story about Süleyman Şah in Âşıkpaşa-zâde and the
Anonymous are similar. The political situation in Khurasan (in the Anonymous) and in
Iran (in Âşıkpaşa-zâde) is confused. In the first version, Süleyman Şah goes out of his
own will to Anatolia to wage ghaza, and in the second version, he is sent by some
“Persian” rulers (obviously, what is meant is the Great Seljuks) to Anatolia. Then, after
glorious battles in Anatolia, Süleyman intends to go to Aleppo. On the way to Aleppo,
while crossing a river, his horse falls down and he is drowned.156
The legend woven around Süleyman Şah represents the amalgamation of two
personalities. The first one, Kutalmış-oğlu Süleyman Bey is the so-called founder of the
dynasty of the Anatolian Seljuks, and an active military chief in Anatolia in the last years
of the 11th century.157 The ruler who was drowned in a river obviously represents Kılıç
Arslan I, who was drowned in the Habur River.158 Thus, in a sense, the story was founded
on some keywords: a ruler who leaves Khurasan to make war with the infidel in Anatolia,
a ruler who gets drowned, a ruler who wages glorious battles against the infidels. These
clues are amalgamated into a coherent whole, irrespective of chronology, and Süleyman
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Şah is finally proclaimed the father of Ertuğrul. Thus, a recent forefather of the Ottomans
is found. Moreover, like the Ottomans, this forefather is a strong proponent of ghaza
activity. It is interesting that the relation between Süleyman Şah and the Seljuk house is
not at all mentioned, to the extent that the legacy of Süleyman Şah is used as a proof
against the supremacy of the Seljuk family. The stories about Süleyman Şah may be
interpreted as a collection of popular stories, that obviously included the battles of
Süleyman in a Battal-nâme fashion.159
According to Âşıkpaşa-zâde, after Süleyman’s death, his sons Sungur Tekin and
Gündoğdu left for their homelands while Ertuğrul remained on the spot.160 After a while,
Sultan Alâeddin conquered Anatolia. Ertuğrul, hearing that “someone of his family” had
become “sultan of Rûm”, sent his son Saru Yatı and asked for lands. Alâeddin sent them
to Söğüt, between Bilecik and Karacahisar.161 This version is joined by the Anonymous,
where Ertuğrul sends his son to Alâeddin to ask for land.162 However, Şükrullah and
Nişancı Mehmed claim that Ertuğrul had heard of Alâeddin’s campaign against the
infidels and that he came to Konya with his following to join the army of the sultan.163
Another version is to be found in Neşrî, where Söğüt is granted to Ertuğrul after he
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intervenes in a battle between Alâeddin and the “Tartars” and saves the Seljuk army from
an eventual defeat.164
Again, there is not a consensus among historians about Ertuğrul’s activities in
Anatolia. In Âşıkpaşa-zâde’s version, Ertuğrul lived peacefully in the region,165 whereas
all other historians claim that all of Ertuğrul’s time was devoted to ghaza. Given the fact
that Âşıkpaşa-zâde makes use of Yahşı Fakîh’s Menâkıb for the early centuries of the
Ottomans, and if Yahşı Fakîh’s relations with the “core” of the family is taken into
account, it can be suggested that Âşıkpaşa-zâde’s version is more reliable. Ertuğrul could
indeed be a proponent of the politics of peaceful coexistence with his neighbours.
However, to some historians, it could seem more plausible to portray Ertuğrul as a ghazi.
Âşıkpaşa-zâde shares with other

historians the opinion that Ertuğrul was a

“good” subject of Alâeddin. According to some historians, he was also a loyal
commander, fighting under the orders of the Seljuk sultan. Thus, what stems from
Âşıkpaşa-zâde and other historians is that Ertuğrul didn’t rebel against the sultan, he
didn’t cause trouble, and he was given his lands by the sultan. Thus, the transition from
the Seljuk rule to the rule of Osman has been a smooth one: as a son of a father loyal to
the sultan, he inherited the lands already given to his family. The figure of a father loyal
to the sultan, who didn’t rebel against the sultan and who received his lands in a legal
fashion should have been an important discourse of legitimation in post-Seljuk Anatolia
living in constant political turmoil. For instance, in Şikârî’s history on the Karamanids,
Ottoman independence is described as a betrayal and ingratitude; Alâeddin is advised by
the Karamanid beg to organize an expedition into Western Anatolia and to reduce these
164
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principalities to submission.166 Moreover, the references to Ertuğrul’s ghaza activities
may be proposed as a testimony to the fact that Ertuğrul didn’t waste his time, that he
“merited” the grant of the sultan by waging ghaza on neighbouring Christian
communities.

III. 1. c. The “Coming Out” of Osman
In Ahmedî, Şükrullah and Nişancı Ahmed, who are interested with the glorified
image of the Ottoman house, the Ottoman rulers are not dealt with in detail. In the works
of these three historians, the sultans are represented as zealous ghazis. The anecdote, the
event don’t occupy much place in these narratives. The sultans’ virtues are enumerated,
as well as some important campaigns. On the other hand, the Anonymous devotes a much
larger place to the anecdotes; however, these anecdotes don’t include much details about
the particular activities of Ottoman sultans. The Anonymous body of texts is a collection
of stories, where the deeds of dervishes and ghazis occupy a larger place. Thus, the
dramatis personae of the Anonymous body of texts is made of sultans, ghazis, dervishes
whose stories are given on an equal basis.
One of the outstanding features of Âşıkpaşa-zâde’s Tevârîh is that it includes an
important number of details about the deeds of the Ottoman sultans. There is also room
for the anecdotes about the achievements of ghazis and dervishes, but these anecdotes
never veil the image of the central figure, represented by the sultan. Thus, for the cluster
of traditions about Ottoman sultans, Âşıkpaşa-zâde’s Tevârîh is perhaps the most
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valuable source. In view of the fact that Âşıkpaşa-zâde’s traditions were transferred by
Neşrî to the historians of the next century, the need of an analysis of Âşıkpaşa-zâde’s text
becomes urgent.
In Âşıkpaşa-zâde’s text, the episodes about Osman have two critical layers. The
first one is about Osman’s activities, and it tells Osman’s relations with his neighbours,
Osman’s military activities, and the people around him. The second layer is about the
discourse of legitimacy woven around Osman. It may be said that this legitimizing
discourse emerged before the claims to an Oghuz lineage. These first claims of
legitimacy represent the preoccupations of a frontier lord who is not powerful enough to
confront a worn-out but still existing political authority. However, the claims of a
legitimacy drawn from an allegiance to the Seljuk center are not devoid of tensions.
These claims will be analyzed below. Before the discussion, it should be said that there is
not any mention of Osman’s paying tribute to the Ilkhanids in the Tevârîh.167 Thus, the
not-so-pleasant memories of subjection to the Ilkhanids are completely erased from the
work of Âşıkpaşa-zâde.

To continue the discussion begun in the preceding two sections, I will first deal
with the discourse of legitimacy woven around the personality of Osman. This legitimacy
has four main components. The first one is Osman’s nomination as a beg by Alâeddin,
the second one is the theme of divine sanction given in a dream, the third one is Osman’s
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activities of ghaza which are instigated by Osman’s dream, and the fourth, and perhaps
most interesting one is the right of sword.
All the sources claim that Osman was given the symbols of power by the Seljuk
sultan Alâeddin. However, in Şükrullah and Nişancı Mehmed, these symbols are
immediately sent to Osman after the death of Ertuğrul. Thus, there is a direct
transformation of power from his father Ertuğrul to Osman, under the aegis of the Seljuk
sultan.168
Then comes the intervention of the divine element, the so-called “dream of
Osman”. Şükrullah doesn’t mention the dream anecdote, while in the Anonymous,
Ertuğrul, instead of Osman, receives the divine message telling him of the future
grandeur of his family.169 In this version, there are references to Ertuğrul’s relation with a
Sheikh Abdülaziz. A moon comes out of the breast of the sheikh and sinks into the breast
of Ertuğrul. Then, a tree grows out of Ertuğrul’s breast, and its shadow clouds all the
universe. The primitive metaphors of fecondation and birth are obvious, and the story is
an explicit product of popular imagination. As for Nişancı Mehmed’s version, what
causes Ertuğrul’s dream here is his respect towards the Quran. Ertuğrul refuses to sleep
before a Quran, and stays awake till the morning. Then, in the morning, he falls asleep for
a moment and is told by a divine voice that his family has been entitled to rule over the
universe.170 Âşıkpaşa-zâde’s version is the same as in the Anonymous; however, this
time, Osman, and not Ertuğrul, receives a divine revelation. It is interesting to note that
Nişancı Mehmed prefers a general Islamic legitimacy: Ertuğrul’s family is bestowed the
grace of God because of a reverence towards the Holy Word. The Anonymous and
168
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Âşıkpaşa-zâde, on the other hand, relate the divine intervention to the prospect of union
with a dervish. Moreover, in Âşıkpaşa-zâde, this is sealed by the union of flesh, by
Osman’s marriage to the daughter of Sheikh Edebalı who interprets the dream.171 Thus,
“the holy man’s charisma that is transmitted through his daughter, figures as a necessary
element in the dynasty’s future success”.172
To be sure, the theme of divine sanction bestowed in a dream is not unique to the
foundation myths of the Ottoman house. Fuad Köprülü asserts that similar stories are told
about Sevük Tigin in Cüzcânî’s Tabakât-ı Nâsırî, and about Tuğrul in Reşîdüddîn’s
Câmiü’t-Tevârîh.173 According to Köprülü, the dream theme can be an Oghuz tradition
living among Anatolian Turks, or that it may have been taken directly by Reşidüddîn,
whose work was widely read in the Ottoman court in the 15th century. Thus, it is possible
that the historians made up a dream story they already knew from the popular tradition.
Again, the dream’s symbolism may be interpreted in different ways. One can suggest,
following Gibbons, that it symbolizes a passage from paganism to Islam, when it is
considered that Ertuğrul is not aware of the contents of the holy book, but nevertheless
shows a respect towards it, and then becomes imbued with the virtues and rewards of a
new religion. Or, according to Lindner, the dream’s imagery, the theme of a bountiful
tree extending its refreshing shadow to everybody, may be thought to symbolize the
peace and plenty promised by Ottomans to sedentary peasants. Thus, it may be the
expression of the dissolution of the nomadic character of the Ottoman enterprise.174
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Whatever symbolism the dream may include, it is the most powerful foundation
myth of the Ottoman enterprise. It represents the critical point in Osman’s political
career. Portrayed as a tribal leader with not much military force and compelled to
entertain good relations with his neighbours, Osman suddenly becomes aware of his
divine mission and begins to wage ghaza. In his activities, he is joined by the Seljuk
sultan Alâeddin, who helps him attack the castle of Karacahisar. Alâeddin is compelled to
abandon the siege but, before going to attack the “Tartars”, he calls Osman and tells him
that he displays many signs of happiness/success: “you and your family are unique in
their kind. My prayers, God’s help, the saints’ support and Muhammed’s miracles are
with you”.175 This is the first occurrence of a legitimation on the part of the Seljuk ruler.
Then, after the fall of Karacahisar, Osman sends some presents to Alâeddin who, in
return, sends him a horsetail standard. Thus, after the dream episode, Osman secures the
approval of the legitimate ruler as well. In these episodes, Osman is called “sancak beği”
by Âşıkpaşa-zâde. Thus, even if Osman’s authority is acknowledged, he is still defined as
a subject of the Seljuk ruler.176
The next step of Osman’s legitimacy is based on his proclamation of authority
independently of the Seljuk sultan. Some years after the fall of Karacahisar, a group of
fresh immigrants come to Osman to ask him for a judge and an imam for the Friday
prayer. Dursun Fakîh claims that Alâeddin’s permission should be sought for such a
decision. However, Osman’s answer is clear:
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I have taken this city with my own sword. The God, who has given him the title of sultan, has
given me the title of khan by my ghaza. … And why should I be indebted to him because of this
standard [that he sent to me], because I myself held it high and attacked the infidels. … And if he
claims that he is the son of the Seljuk family, I claim that I am the son of Gök Alp. And if he
claims that he has come to this land before us, I claim that my grandfather Süleyman Şah came
here before him.177

Interestingly enough, Neşrî corrects this story and remarks that Osman, even if he
had gained his independence, respected Alâeddin. In this version, coins are minted with
the name of Alâeddin, the Friday sermon is given in his name.178 Minting coins and
giving Friday sermons in the name of Osman occurs only after the death of Alâeddin.
Thus, while Âşıkpaşa-zâde portrays a self-asserting ruler, Neşrî emphasizes the
“legitimist” approach of Osman.
To go back to the discussion about legitimacy, it can be said that these three
instances of legitimation, namely the dream, the approval of the Seljuk ruler and the right
of sword are supported by many references to Osman’s activities as a ghazi. And he is
recognized as such by other ghazis. He is invited by ghazis to command them and to
wage ghaza on all fronts: “The adherents of Islam are victorious. Because, in you, we
have found a zealous khan”.179 The image of ghazi is completed by Âşıkpaşa-zâde’s
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references to Osman’s activities in the versified parts of the work. Osman is said to gird
on the sword of Islam, and to be the key of the door of Islam’s supremacy.180

Now, I will turm to analyze Âşıkpaşa-zâde’s representation of Osman within his
environment, within his relations with his neighbours and men, and within his military
activities. It should be remarked that Âşıkpaşa-zâde’s idealizations of Osman are quite
apparent in various episodes about him. It is obvious that the claims of legitimacy are
completed by the introduction of a simple, just, courageous leader who doesn’t abuse his
politico-military supremacy, be it given by the Seljuk sultan or by God.
In Âşıkpaşa-zâde, Osman is first elected in place of Ertuğrul.181 Then, after his
election, he pursues a policy of friendship with the surrounding Christian lords. Âşıkpaşazâde describes a tribal life, based on a set of precarious alliances with Christians.182 There
are some references to a nomadic economy, like the production of cheese and carpets.
Meanwhile, Osman organizes hunting parties and according to Âşıkpaşa-zâde, these
hunting parties are occasions for Osman to gather people around him. It becomes clear
from this remark that Osman’s first move was to gather people around him, obviously by
a display of virtues and courage during these hunting parties, just like a tribal chief.183
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As part of the image of a simple-mannered chief, Osman is represented as unable to
write or read. For instance, after the interpretation of his dream by Edebalı, a dervish asks
Osman to grant him a village by a decree. However, Osman tells that he cannot write, and
he gives to the dervish a sword and a cup as a token to his grant.184 In another episode, he
gets angry when some people from Germiyan tell that bac should be taken in the
marketplace of Karacahisar. However, other individuals present on the spot the claim that
it is a custom, and Osman finally agrees that bac is to be taken.185 Nevertheless, the terms
of this early body “law” are very smooth. The law is declared as not binding on those
who cannot sell anything in the marketplace.
This anecdote has two interesting aspects. The first one, the aspect of historical
reality, shows that, in the first days of the Ottoman enterprise, some laws, some formal
rules came to the Ottoman realm from outside.186 The second aspect has to do with
Âşıkpaşa-zâde’s political opinions and should be read together with later criticisms on
financial measures: Âşıkpaşa-zâde emphasizes Osman’s leniency in financial matters.
Osman’s figure as a tribal leader is completed by an enumeration of the items
included in his estate. He doesn’t leave any gold or cash money to his sons. His heritage
includes a few horses, a few sheep herds, some weapons, and cavalry equipment.187 To be
sure, this image may have been forged by Âşıkpaşa-zâde, who would obviously prefer to
begin Ottoman history with a tribal ruler who would be in good terms with ghazis and
dervishes, who would not collect money for the treasury, and would share the booty with
184
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his men. In addition, Osman’s tribal origins were not the only interpretation about him. In
Constantine Mihailovic’s Memoirs of a Janissary and in an Italian work dated 1514, the
Historia Turchesca, Osman was depicted as a former peasant. However, as Imber
suggests, this image may be due to the fantasies of the troops of standing armies
constituted most of all by the sons of peasants. These people would like to admire the
example of a former peasant whose family had risen to rulership.188

Another outstanding characteristic of Osman is his equity and tolerance. Whenever
a castle or a town is taken over, Âşıkpaşa-zâde tells us how the place was taken with
“justice and fairness”, about how the Ottomans were welcomed in the area. After the
takeover of the castle of Adranos, the counsellor of the lord of the place tells that they
preferred Osman’s rule after having seen that villages under Ottoman rule were wealthy
and living in security.189 When a Muslim village or town is taken, the previous timar
holders are allowed to hold their rights. The population is not deported, and they can
continue their activities.
The testament of Osman to his son Orhan, or what Âşıkpaşa-zâde presents as his
testament, is a summary of the everyday piety, austerity and comradeship attributed to
Osman throughout the Tevârîh:

If someone tells you something that God would forbid, don’t accept [to do] this… And if you don’t
know about it, ask those who know the wisdom of God … And treat your subjects well. … And give
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grants and money to your companions/soldiers (nökerlerine) because their living depends on
these.190

The same testament is repeated in Neşrî. However, “those who know the wisdom of
God” is changed into “the doctors of Holy Law”.191 It is obvious that Âşıkpaşa-zâde
means in this context sheikhs and fakîhs, rather than doctors or theologians.

The sections dealing with Osman have, as mentioned above, two distinct layers.
First, Osman is represented as the fully legitimate eponymous founder of the Ottoman
enterprise. He is supported by more than one discourses of legitimacy, as if these were
put together in order to confront any doubt concerning the right of the Ottomans to rule.
The Ottomans are entitled to rule by their lineage, the Seljuk sultan approves their
political entity, and they have a divine decree. If anyone of these legitimizing discourses
is not accepted, the factor of sheer physical force, the “right of the sword” is introduced.
In the narrative, Osman begins his political career in a very limited field of action,
and he is obliged to face the petty conspiracys of surrounding Byzantine lords. However,
due to his just and fair politics of expansion, his rule is accepted without hesitation by the
neighbouring communities. In the process, he consults the sheikhs and fakîhs, and he is
on very good terms with the ghazis who hail him as their glorious leader. Osman is
portrayed as the repository of all the positive virtues attributed to the house of Osman.
About the historical realities concerning Âşıkpaşa-zâde’s version of Osman’s life, it
can be said that Âşıkpaşa-zâde’s closeness to the core of the family via Yahşı Fakîh may
190
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have endowed him with a set of true facts concerning the life of Osman. It is very
difficult to edit the anecdotes according to a criteria of veracity. However, Âşıkpaşazâde’s narrative is much more detailed and colorful than the entries in Şükrullah and
Nişancı Mehmed.

III. 1. d. Orhan and Süleyman Paşa
In Âşıkpaşa-zâde’s narrative on Orhan, some important issues are again
addressed. Among these, the first one is the pattern of succession.192 First of all, Orhan’s
rulership is in a sense predetermined by Osman. For instance, when asked why he didn’t
go to the siege of Bursa, Osman answers saying that “he wanted his son to gain strength
and power” while he is still alive.193 Moreover, Orhan and his brother Alâeddin agree on
Orhan’s rulership. Alâeddin says that their father had given the soldiers under Orhan’s
command. In Âşıkpaşa-zâde’s version, Alâeddin lives a life of isolation in a village.
Thus, the problem of succession is solved without there arising a need to eliminate
Alâeddin.194 Curiously enough, Alâeddin is neither eliminated nor shares the power. This
situation reflects the singular Ottoman understanding of what Cemal Kafadar calls
unigeniture. Thus, as distinct from the other principalities, Ottomans succeeded in
“keeping their territories intact in each succession under the full control of a single
heir”.195 Osman was elected by a tirbal council as the unique leader, Orhan was
designated by his father and approved by his brother. Thus, from the very beginning, the
191
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practice of unigeniture is reflected in the work of Âşıkpaşa-zâde as well as in the works
of other Ottoman historians.The name of Orhan’s brother Alâeddin is not at all mentioned
in Şükrullah or Nişancı Mehmed, who only note that Orhan succeded his father. In the
Anonymous, Orhan’s brother is identified as someone called Ali Paşa, and the issue of
succession is solved in a similar fashion. Moreover, there is a moralizing remark, telling
that the practice of fratricide was established by Bayezid I.196
The figure of Orhan is not much elaborated by Âşıkpaşa-zâde. The conquests
continue, the ghazis go on fighting, the privileged relation of the Ottoman house with the
dervish milieu is settled by an anecdote between a dervish called Geyikli Baba and Orhan
himself.197 Orhan’s reign is dominated by the figure of Süleyman Paşa, the ghazi par
excellence. Even Şükrullah and Nişancı Mehmed, who generally focus solely on the
Ottoman sultans in their works, mention the achievements of Süleyman Paşa. To be sure,
the prospects opened up by the passage to Rumelia have been a turning point in the fate
of the Ottoman enterprise. Süleyman Paşa is given all the credit of these new conquests.
Âşıkpaşa-zâde contents himself with enumerating which places were taken by the
Ottomans under the command of Süleyman Paşa, whereas the Anonymous tells his deeds
within an epic form.198 In all historical works, Süleyman Paşa is praised for his courage
and heroism, and the passage to Rumelia is attributed to his military abilities and
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excessive bravery. The Ottoman alliance with the Kantakouzenos family, or the impact of
the earthquake of 1354 are not recorded.199
Together with the standard formulas on how the Ottomans waged holy war, how
they conquered lands with justice and fairness, Âşıkpaşa-zâde’s attention is held by some
transformations that occurred during Orhan’s reign. The most important is the
establishment of the military organization of infantry regiments (yaya) and a cavalry
corps (müsellem). In the infantry organization, twenty-five families had to send one
soldier in return for a tax exemption. The same exemption from taxes was applied to
those who would join the cavalry corps.200 It is obvious that the Ottoman expansion
needed more than the contribution of a fragmented, to some extent unorganized, and
scattered military body.
However, Âşıkpaşa-zâde is concerned, and to some extent irritated, by another
detail related to the creation of a new military organization: the symbolic link between
Hacı Bektaş and the white caps of the new troops. The Anonymous, Neşrî and Âşıkpaşazâde agree on the point that Alâeddin/Ali/Alâeddin Ali, the brother of Orhan, tells Orhan
about the necessity of founding a new military corps. Orhan, accepting the advice of his
brother, seeks the sanction of Hacı Bektaş.201 Âşıkpaşa-zâde strongly rejects this point,
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and he says that the white caps were chosen in order to distinguish Ottoman soldiers from
the men of the neighbouring Turkoman begs who were wearing red caps.202
Âşıkpaşa-zâde’s criticisms are also directed at the new ways and manners
introduced during the reign of Orhan. He complains about the fact that people began to
have their beard shaved. Âşıkpaşa-zâde tells that the custom was to have imposing
beards, and says that these new usages were introduced by the “Franks”.203 Neşrî only
notes that new manners were introduced at that time, and adds, as if he was giving a
direct answer to Âşıkpaşa-zâde’s complaints, that every century has its own manners and
usages, by emphasizing that there is nothing to complain about it.204
To sum up, Âşıkpaşa-zâde doesn’t construct an elaborate discourse around the
personality of Orhan, who is described as a holder of the characteristic virtues of the
Ottoman house. He continues the activity of ghaza, he gives grants and lands to the
dervishes, he is just and fair. However, some of the innovations introduced under his
reign merit the critical remarks of Âşıkpaşa-zâde. To be sure, new institutions required
new personnel and manners, but Âşıkpaşa-zâde’s opinions seem to be shaped by the
realities of the reign of Osman, and anything new is regarded with suspicion. Another
important point is that the introduction of the “court advisor”, the bête noire of Âşıkpaşazâde, namely, Çandarlı Kara Halil, occurs during Orhan’s reign. While Şükrullah,
Nişancı Mehmed and Neşrî praise Orhan by saying that he protected religious scholars,
Âşıkpaşa-zâde still insists on the dervish-fakîh factor as the sole agent of religious
wisdom in the Ottoman realm. In a sense, Orhan’s reign symbolizes the waning of
Âşıkpaşa-zâde’s and other dervishes’ ideal epoch, the reign of Osman, when the chief of
202
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the community, the dervishes and the ghazis acted together without the intervention of
some intermediaries.

III. 1. e. Sultanü’l-Mücahidîn: Murad I
While trying to make sense of Âşıkpaşa-zâde’s categorizations of Ottoman sultans
and of his criticisms directed towards the dynamics of change and transformation, it
should be made clear that the figure of the Ottoman sultan never loses its centrality in the
narrative. If we compare the “courtly” group with the “popular” one, one of the most
outstanding differences is that the court historians deal only with the sultan, and
occasionally with some other personalities, like Süleyman Paşa. However, secondary
personalities, even though their names are mentioned, are never included as autonomous
actors in the narrative. On the other hand, the popular tradition includes the deeds, lifes
and adventures of a certain number of secondary actors. Of course, this may be due to the
authors’ preoccupation with including dervishes of their own sect with the history of the
Ottoman house. On the other hand, the inclusion or exclusion of secondary actors is
dictated by the inner rules of the respective literary traditions. The courtly tradition,
inspired by the Persian precedents, never includes another figure that could shadow the
sultan. However, the popular tradition continues to apply the stylistic features of folk
tales, legends and epics.
However, whatever the criticisms, preoccupations, and opinions of the historian
may be, whoever the secondary characters included in the narrative can be, the figure of
the sultan is nevertheless at the center in any kind of narrative. The sultan is only slightly
criticized, the faults are always attributed to the retinue of the sultan. Thus, the integrity
204
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of the sultan is always preserved. It may be said that Bayezid I is an exception. However,
even in his case, the diatribes against his manners and lifestyle don’t prevent the
historians from enumerating the virtues of the sultan.
In later periods, there is not much room for the tribal virtues of the earlier Ottoman
rulers. The state develops and gets sophisticated, some social strata are alienated from the
alliance of the earlier days, Âşıkpaşa-zâde criticizes the emergence of a new class of men
who work close to the sultan and instigate new ways. Therefore, there is a transition from
the environment of the earlier days to a new atmosphere. The theater of action of the
Ottoman troops gets wider and wider, the problem of fighting other Turkic-Muslim
principalities emerges, the army advances in the Balkans, a new administrative and
economic structure is incrementally coming into place. What we may call the
“ambiguous attitude” of Âşıkpaşa-zâde appears simultaneously with the emergence of
this new process of centralization. However, as mentioned above, the reverence of the
sultan never disappears. Analogies are always dangerous, but Âşıkpaşa-zâde’s attitude is
similar to that of Russian peasantry whose image of an infallible tzar is accompanied by a
set of criticisms against the wicked and unworthy retinue of the tzar.
Murad I is again described as a ruler who respects ghazis, who gives them the
opportunity to plunder castles and towns. For instance, when the castle of Çorlu is taken,
Murad I permits ghazis to plunder the town. Again, when the lord of the castle of Misini
brings the keys of his castle with many presents to Murad I, Murad orders that the
presents be distributed to the ghazis.205 During the events of Murad I’s reign, the ghazis
as historical actors are still very visible. Despite the establishment of new infantry and
cavalry contingents, Âşıkpaşa-zâde still speaks about ghazis accompanying the sultan in
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his campaigns. The intensive military activities in the Balkans, Murad I’s good relations
with the ghazis entitle him to the epithete of the “sultan of the warriors of faith”
(sultanü’l-mücahidîn).
Âşıkpaşa-zâde depicts the Anatolian conquests of Murad I as the compliance of the
surrounding begs. For instance, the Germiyanid ruler advises his son to act in unison with
the Ottomans and marries one of his daughters off to prince Bayezid.206 On the other
hand, some towns of are bought from the beg of Hamid.

207

However, Nişancı Mehmed

claims that the Germiyan and Hamid lands were “taken”, without specifying if these were
taken by force or not.208 In brief, the Anatolian campaigns of Murad I are not recorded in
detail. Again, Murad’s struggle with the house of Karaman is not mentioned by
Âşıkpaşa-zâde. This lack of data can also be due to lack of source material. Given the fact
that Âşıkpaşa-zâde copied these periods from Yahşı Fakîh, factual flaws of his source
material would have been directly transferred to his Tevârîh. On the other hand, Neşrî
deals with the Karaman campaigns in great detail.209 Neşrî’s Murad I is the first example
of an Ottoman sultan. He is advised by the ulemâ, he consults his viziers before battles,210
he is respected by the sultan of Egypt who announces his admiration for and submission
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to Murad I.211 Âşıkpaşa-zâde’s version of the events of Murad I’s reign is much more
modest: Murad I is a leader of the ghazis, and the activities of Evrenos and other ghazis
in the Balkans have an important place in Âşıkpaşa-zâde’s narrative. Murad’s most
outstanding feature is perhaps his sanctity, the miracles performed by him. Like a
menâkıb-nâme character, he curses the castle of Pulunya which resists the Ottomans for a
long time and causes the walls of the castle to fall apart.212
The continuing process of Ottoman centralization and institutionalization finds
some repercussions in Âşıkpaşa-zâde and the Anonymous. As always, the introduction of
new usages are imputed to the intervention of some court advisors. The sultan is
portrayed in an aura of naiveté: he approves the practices of the advisors because these
are said to be the rule of God. Âşıkpaşa-zâde doesn’t criticize the institution of pencik,
the sultan’s right over the 1/5 of the booty. However, he emphasizes that this instituion is
instigated by two advisors, Çandarlı Halil and a certain Kara Rüstem “who came from
Karaman”.213 When Âşıkpaşa-zâde’s general opinions about Çandarlı Halil and the
Karamanids are considered, it is possible to find out a hidden stream of criticism in
Âşıkpaşa-zâde’s fashion of telling the event.
The foundation of the corps of janissaries is also attributed to the beginning of this
practice. Âşıkpaşa-zâde and Neşrî seem to approve of a military corps entirely devoted to
the sultan.214 On the other hand, the process of building a central treasury is the target of
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very harsh criticisms in the Anonymous. The advisors and religious scholars are accused
of destroying the purity and innocence of an illiterate people who lived in its own ways
before they came to spread bad ways. Interestingly, the question of the plight of the
Christian subjects is also addressed in the Anonymous. Accordingly, the advisors and
religious scholars tricked the Ottoman sultans, brought oppression, sodomy and adultery
to the Ottoman lands.215
To sum up, Âşıkpaşa-zâde portrays Murad I as a just and fair ruler, respectful of
ghazis. The new usages and applications are attributed to the negative influence of some
court advisors. Obviously, as the process of centralization goes on, there emerges a kind
of split, a break in Âşıkpaşa-zâde’s narrative. The figure of the just, ghazi ruler is
preserved, and anything that doesn’t suit the opinions of Âşıkpaşa-zâde is attributed to
some cunning, perfidious figures in the sultan’s retinue. As mentioned above, Murad I is
revered in all the historical works of the 15th century as a dedicated fighter of Islam. It is
interesting to note that Neşrî welcomes the moves towards the formation of a powerful
political center, while Âşıkpaşa-zâde makes some reservations about these developments
and the Anonymous severely criticizes the process.

III. 1. f. Bayezid I
The reign of Bayezid I opens up with the murder of Yakub Çelebi, Bayezid’s
brother, in Kosovo. The event is interpreted in different fashions in the sources.
215
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Âşıkpaşa-zâde claims that the soldiers were very distressed by the news of the murder of
Yakub Çelebi.216 Interestingly, Neşrî also notes that the soldiers were worried by the
murder of Yakub.217 The Anonymous only records the event, and doesn’t express an
opinion on the issue. However, it has been noted before that the Anonymous includes a
passage where there is an open nostalgia for those times when the rulers didn’t murder
their brothers. However, the most original remark on the issue is to be found in Nişancı
Mehmed. Nişancı Mehmed says that, for Bayezid’s succession to the Ottoman throne, his
brother Yakub was murdered. He adds that, due to this murder, the land inherited from
the ancestors was preserved from confrontation and enmity.218 As a prominent vizier of
Mehmed II, it is not astonishing that he fully acknowledges the murder of Yakub Çelebi;
the raison d’état, as conceived by Nişancı Mehmed, dictates the necessity of murdering
the rivals and potential pretenders, even if the act in itself is bad and wicked.
Bayezid is depicted as a controversial figure among the pantheon of early
Ottoman rulers. On the one hand, the impressive military campaigns on both fronts
continue. Bayezid is again portrayed as a proponent of ghaza. On the Anatolian front, his
campaigns are described as an attempt to free Muslim folk from the oppression of their
former rulers. Bayezid conquers these new lands with justice and equity, he forbids his
soldiers to plunder the property of Muslims. Bayezid and his army are welcomed in the
new lands.219 Âşıkpaşa-zâde is joined by Neşrî, who asserts, in an embellished language,
the prosperity and happiness created by Bayezid’s policies.220
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On the other hand, Bayezid is portrayed as a sultan under the spell of his wife, the
daughter of the Serbian despot, and Çandarlı Ali Paşa. It is reported that the daughter of
the Serbian despot, one of Bayezid’s wives, introduced the practice of debauchery and
wine-drinking, which was then perpetuated by Çandarlı Ali Paşa.221 According to
Âşıkpaşa-zâde, former Ottoman sultans didn’t drink wine, and respected the advices of
religious men. The practice of debauchery in Âşıkpaşa-zâde, as well as in the
Anonymous, is attributed both to Bayezid and to the influence of court advisors. Thus, in
both works, Bayezid’s fall appears imminent: even if he didn’t intend to indulge in winedrinking and other bad ways, he would nevertheless be initiated to those things by his
viziers and advisors.222 Thus, on the eve of the attack of the Timurid army, the primary
reasons of the defeat are established: debauchery and bad manners, and a lack of respect
towards religious men. These criticisms may be due to the development of a courtly life
under Bayezid, with all its everyday rituals. It is a world of fancies and pleasures, sung by
Ahmedî. However, for the austerity of Neşrî, the alienation of the compilers of the
Anonymous, and the puritanism and particular opinions of Âşıkpaşa-zâde, this life of
pleasures is too much for a ruler who has some duties towards his subjects, towards
ghazis and dervishes, and towards the religious scholars.
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These criticisms may have another aspect, beyond the specific opinions of the
historians. They all share a common question: how did the catastrophe of the Timurid
invasion come to happen? How was the glorious Ottoman army reduced to a humiliating
defeat? Şükrullah explains the defeat of the Ottomans by the treachery of the Turkoman
contingents, while Nişancı Mehmed refuses to inquire upon the issue by saying that he
leaves aside the various reasons that stood behind this defeat. The interesting fact is that
the answers of those historians who confront this question are similar: Bayezid’s bad
ways, his bold and direct manners, his cruelty and severity, his hot-headedness, and the
corruption of the advisors.
Thus, Bayezid’s tragic end is brought with his own hands and the contribution of
his retinue. Âşıkpaşa-zâde preserves a semi-explicit reference to Bayezid’s cruelty
towards Anatolian begs, who can do nothing but take refuge in the Timurid court.223 In
the Anonymous, the same theme is repeated, together with references to Bayezid’s harsh
answers to Timur’s letters. Moreover, Bayezid is accused of not consulting his
commanders, and of waiting until Timur’s army takes an advantageous position in the
battlefield.224 In Neşrî’s version, Timur is first reluctant to attack Bayezid. However, he is
misled by the Anatolian begs, who provoke him against Bayezid by claiming that the
Anatolian lands are worthy of a lord like Timur himself.225
In the battlefield, when it appears that Bayezid is defeated, when some
contingents begin to leave, a soldier named Karaca addresses Bayezid and asks: “Where
are your sons, your begs, your drunkard viziers?”.226 In Neşrî, the references to drunkard
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viziers are omitted. The same soldier tells Bayezid that his sons left the battlefield
because they wanted to proclaim themselves sultan after the death of their father.227 Thus,
the emphasis is shifted from the drunkard viziers to unfaithful princes. Moreover, in
Âşıkpaşa-zâde and Neşrî, Bayezid is denounced by the beg of Germiyan while the
Anonymous argues that Bayezid himself, in his fury, attacked the soldiers of Timur and
was thus captured.228
The tragic end of Bayezid is sealed by his captivity. According to the
Anonymous, nobody cared for Bayezid’s fate. It is told that nobody wanted him to be
freed, because, it was thought, he would kill all the Anatolian begs if he had the occasion
to do it. Thus, in this version, Bayezid dies in solitude and destitution.229 Neşrî’s version
is quite different. First of all, Neşrî tells that prominent begs of Anatolia and Rumelia
wanted to free Bayezid by paying a ransom, but that he died while they were still trying
to collect the necessary sum.230 In another passage, he tells that an armed contingent sent
by Mehmed Çelebi first succeeded in rescuing Bayezid, but that the soldiers of Timur
joined Mehmed’s soldiers with Bayezid and recaptured the Ottoman sultan.231 Thus, as a
faithful son, the future Ottoman ruler tries to save his father but his men are butchered by
Timur’s soldiers and Bayezid is taken back to the Timurid camp.
To sum up, Bayezid is indeed the most criticized Ottoman sultan. It can be
suspected that his harsh centralizing measures, his financial policies, and the creation of a
court culture led to the emergence of a certain reaction against him, as reflected in
Âşıkpaşa-zâde and the Anonymous. Moreover, the greatest crisis of the Ottoman
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enterprise in its earlier years was experienced during the reign of Bayezid, and earlier
references to him as a just and heroic ruler are not sufficient for the historians who are
seeking the eventual causes of the defeat. In a period when the positive and negative
achievements were imputed to individuals and not to the interplay of a set of complex
dynamics, it is understandable that Bayezid was stigmatized as the person responsible of
the crisis.

III. 1. g. The Interregnum and Mehmed Çelebi
All the chronicles examined here agree that Emir Süleyman ascended the
Ottoman throne in Bursa. Again, they agree that Mehmed recognized the rulership of his
brother. On the other hand, they don’t deal with the issue of vassalage, the relations with
Timur. Şükrullah, well aware of the legitimation crisis of the 15th century, ignores that the
Ottomans were for some time the vassals of Timur. Again, the same issue is not
compatible with Nişancı Mehmed’s concept of imperial grandeur. Âşıkpaşa-zâde and the
Anonymous don’t mention any relation between Timur and the Ottomans after the defeat,
but this may be due to the nature of their source material. Thus, in Şükrullah and Nişancı
Mehmed, it is possible to see the attitude of scholars and statesmen dedicated to the
Ottoman enterprise who would not like to preserve the memories of vassalage and
submission.
Interestingly, Neşrî records some relations between Timur and Mehmed Çelebi. In
this version, Timur hears that Mehmed is a courageous and able beg, and that he will
possibly take the place of his father. Thus, Mehmed is invited to join Timur in his court.
Advised by the members of his retinue, Mehmed declines the invitation of Timur.
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However, he sends him an envoy with some presents and expresses his pretext for not
joining him. Meanwhile, he takes some armed contingents and hides in the mountains,
fearing that Timur could attack him.232 The imminence of the return of the Timurid
troops, the atmosphere of fear and prudence is only described in Neşrî. There is another
source, dated 1414, on the events of the Interregnum. However, written by Abdülvâsî
Çelebi, this is a long poem, very much like Ahmedî’s Dâsitân and it is concerned with
the heroic acts of Mehmed Çelebi and the description of battles, rather than the political
affairs of the period.233
During the Interregnum, Süleyman Çelebi is accused of perpetuating the practice
of wine-drinking. Assisted again by Ali Paşa, he forgets that he is threatened by his
brother Musa. He is so much occupied with leisure and wine-drinking that, when Musa
and his army appear before the walls of Edirne, he is drunk and he can’t realize that he is
defeated.234 In the Anonymous, Süleyman’s defeat is explained by a kind of popular
reaction against him. It’s argued that he lacked support because his subjects were irritated
by his excessive drinking habits.235 Thus, Süleyman Çelebi is the symbol of the ruler who
doesn’t care about his rivals (like Bayezid, who didn’t take Timur’s might into account)
and who indulges in debauchery. Accordingly, his defeat is linked to the perpetuation of
these vices. Neşrî joins these criticisms and complains about Süleyman’s vicious habits.
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The traditions concerning the death of Süleyman are different. In Âşıkpaşa-zâde
and the Anonymous, Süleyman is killed by the people of a village where he had taken
refuge after he had escaped from Edirne.236 According to the Anonymous, Süleyman was
killed by the villagers because they were weary of living under the strain of war and strife
and they wanted to take their revenge on Süleyman. Of course, such an interpretation is
inadmissible for Neşrî. Similarly, Âşıkpaşa-zâde doesn’t say anything about the reaction
of the villagers who dare to commit an act of lse-majesté. He doesn’t give any reasons
for Süleyman’s murder, but adds that Musa set this village on fire when he heard that his
brother was killed by the villagers. In Neşrî, Süleyman is murdered on the orders of
Musa.237 Thus, the three historical works give different versions about the elimination of
Süleyman.
It is interesting to see that Âşıkpaşa-zâde, despite his criticisms about fratricide,
acknowledges the necessity of the final war between Mehmed and Musa. In his work,
Musa and Mehmed are described in neutral terms, as the equal parties in a necessary
struggle. The one who wins is to be the ruler, and has also the right to eliminate the leader
of the other party.238 As İnalcık emphasizes in an article on the Ottoman practice of
sovereignty, if the solution of a political crisis was tied to a state of war between two
brothers, the practice of fratricide could be viewed as an ultimate solution.239 Thus, with
regard to Âşıkpaşa-zâde’s earlier criticisms on fratricide, it can be maintained that what
he complains most is the murder of brothers who are not yet constituting any threat to the
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political body, who are not yet in a state of armed rebellion. Âşıkpaşa-zâde seems to be
against the practice of fratricide only when it becomes simply a way of eliminating
potential rivals to the throne. Neşrî adds an anecdote about the people of Edirne, who
declined to surrender the city to Mehmed Çelebi. According to Neşrî, the inhabitants of
the city claimed that the city would be surrendered without resistance to the winner of the
struggle between Mehmed and Musa. Mehmed agrees with them and lifts the siege of
Edirne.240
In the works of the historians, there are not many references concerning the
personality of Mehmed I. However, Âşıkpaşa-zâde records that Mehmed didn’t murder
the son of Süleyman, but that he settled him in Bursa. Despite the fact that he was
compelled to murder Musa, Mehmed doesn’t extend this to all the members of the ruling
family.241 In the Anonymous, in the section about the rebellion of Bedreddin and the
sheikh’s murder, Mehmed is praised for having asked for a fetvâ to execute Bedreddin,
thus showing his respect for religious principles.242 After the end of the civil war, the
main theme of the historians is the policies of reconstruction and reconquest pursued by
Mehmed Çelebi. In accordance with Mehmed’s Anatolian policy, Âşıkpaşa-zâde, Neşrî
and the Anonymous include several anecdotes about the treachery, perfidy, and
cowardness of the Karamanids.
To sum up, the defeat before Timur and the subsequent civil war was an
important break in the historical narratives of the 15th century. Opinions about Ottoman
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princes are confused and ambiguous. For instance, the one who manages to rule over a
certain territory is nevertheless praised. Despite his moralistic criticisms against
Süleyman Çelebi, Neşrî nevertheless praises his virtues. The same thing is true for Musa,
whose positive attributes and efforts for re-creating an Ottoman might are welcomed.
Despite his criticisms on the issue of fratricide, Âşıkpaşa-zâde seems to approve the
battle between Mehmed and Musa on the grounds that it will finally solve the political
crisis, in a way compatible with the practice of unigeniture. Thus, a search for a political
settlement seems to be the unique concern of the historians. In these sections, Mehmed
Çelebi’s personal attributes are not dealt with in detail. On the other hand, he is not hailed
as a ghazi, perhaps due to the fact that he generally fought in Anatolian lands and went
into the Balkans only occasionally. Mehmed Çelebi is, in this sense, much less
represented in the historical texts. He is not blamed for drinking, his ghazi activities are
not emphasized, his just and fair manners are not much underlined. As a proponent of a
policy of gradual reconstruction and as a prudent politician, he doesn’t offer much to the
fantasies or to the moralism of the historians.

III. 1. h. The Return of the Sultanü’l-Mücahidîn: Murad II
After the settlement of the civil war and the Ottoman restoration in Anatolia, a
stylistic break occurs in the Tevârîh of Âşıkpaşa-zâde. The sultan becomes a quite distant
figure in the narrative. Murad I is also described by reference to his majesty; however,
the earlier sultans’ everyday lives and personal attributes are more openly displayed in
Âşıkpaşa-zâde, as well as in Neşrî and the Anonymous. While the Anonymous turns into
a simple list of events from the reign of Murad II on, Âşıkpaşa-zâde and Neşrî begin to
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describe the sultan within a web of rituals. While Osman and even Murad I are speaking
with daily, simple words, Murad II and Mehmed II are portrayed like theatrical
characters, whose rulership is skillfully displayed.
Âşıkpaşa-zâde is especially charmed by the intensive military activities of Murad
II on the Balkan front. These activities, in which he was to some extent involved,
provided him with the occasion to realize the ideals of the ghazi-dervish milieu, in both
senses of the term. First, he was able to take part in the raids and, in his own words, he
killed enemy soldiers. Second, he took his share of the large booty obtained in those
raids. Moreover, Murad II gave him slaves and money, showing his respect towards the
member of an illustrious dervish family. During the reign of Mehmed II, he settled in the
capital. He was invited to the circumcision ceremony of the sons of Mehmed II, and this
is again a sign of recognition on the part of the ruling sultan. Finally, he was able to
found a dervish lodge, build a small mosque, own some shops and houses. Thus, at the
end of a life which had began in material deprivation, after the adventure of going over to
the Balkans, he had reached a pacific and to some extent wealthy life.
The feelings of gratitude of Âşıkpaşa-zâde are expressed in more than one place
in the form of prayers or eulogies for Murad II and Mehmed II. Of course, the Tevârîh is
not devoid of criticisms, especially for the reign of Mehmed II. However, it may be said
that these criticisms are formulated under the more reformist reign of Bayezid II. The
occasion created by Bayezid II’s policies of reconstruction is also shown by the fact that
Neşrî shares the same criticisms with Âşıkpaşa-zâde. While more substantial criticisms,
like accusations against deportations and the plight of the working people are voiced in
the Anonymous, Âşıkpaşa-zâde’s criticisms are centered around the personality of Rum
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Mehmed Paşa, who is accused of introducing the practice of rent on property (mukataa)
in Istanbul. Âşıkpaşa-zâde is especially keen on discussing financial matters, such as the
expropriation of the endowments. It is obvious that an important number of sheikhs and
dervishes living on the endowments had suffered by this measure of centralization. In a
sense, Âşıkpaşa-zâde seems to be the spokesman of this social milieu. Mehmed Paşa’s
policies are interpreted in a standard fashion, according to a theory of conspiracy where a
renegade tricks the sultan and makes the Muslim folk suffer.
All these details will be dealt with in another section. Here, it suffices to say that
Murad II and Mehmed II have a distinct place among the Ottoman sultans described in
the works of 15th-century Ottoman historians. Murad II emerges as the leader of the
warriors of faith, and he becomes a mighty sultan. Mehmed II is the symbol of majesty
and power from the very beginning. After the conquest of Constantinople, his might
grows more and more. Murad II and Mehmed II are the symbols of the Ottoman rulers
who are less dependent on the help and assistance of begs and pashas. Bayezid I, Murad I
and Mehmed I were not tied so much to their family; however, they needed and received
the assistance of others. This is shown by the entries about Lala Şahin’s or Evrenos Beg’s
military activities. Again, Mehmed I’s accession to the throne is made possible by the
intervention of Rumelian begs. However, where Murad II and Mehmed II are concerned,
these begs are described as mere vassals of the sultan. It may be said that the historians
reflect historical realities, that the influence of the frontier begs was indeed reduced by
the time of Mehmed II. However, what is interesting is that Âşıkpaşa-zâde, who lived
nearly ten years in Rumelia, doesn’t seem to be a defender of the semi-autonomy of the
frontier begs, and opts for Mehmed II’s control over them.
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In Âşıkpaşa-zâde, as well as in Neşrî, Murad II is designated by Mehmed I to take
his place after his death. Even if this is not in accordance with the practice of tanistry, the
succession of Murad is generally acknowledged in the chronicles.243 In this anecdote,
Mehmed I declares Murad as his successor but he dies before the arrival of Murad to the
capital city. The death of the sultan is kept secret by the pashas, who fear that the
janissaries and the Anatolian begs may rebel.
The events following the death of Mehmed I show that he was right in his fears.
First, someone called Mustafa, pretending that he was the lost son of Bayezid, rebels. The
pretender to the throne is called “the Impostor” in Âşıkpaşa-zâde and Neşrî. The
pretender is immediately supported by the begs of Rumelia, and by İzmiroğlu Cüneyd
Bey, one of the most obstinate rivals of the Ottomans. However, the allegiance of
Rumelian begs is won over to Murad II’s side by Mihaloğlu Mehmed Bey, who is
released from prison in Tokat. Here, again, the theme of the Rumelian begs reappears.
Thus, given the influence of Rumelian begs, it is not difficult to understand why Murad II
and Mehmed II tried to curtail their sphere of influence.
After he is defeated, Mustafa flees to Edirne. However, according to Âşıkpaşazâde, the people of the city doesn’t submit to him, hearing of the news of Murad’s
victory. Finally, Mustafa is caught and executed. His corpse is hung up on a tower of the
fortress of Edirne. Neşrî and Âşıkpaşa-zâde state that the inhabitants of Edirne were
relieved of strain and fear when they saw the dead body of Mustafa.244 The Anonymous
includes some original remarks on the issue. For instance, Murad II’s victory is explained
by the intercession of Emîr Süleyman, whose prayers strike Mustafa and make him fall
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ill. Moreover, the Anonymous notes that the enmity between the janissaries and the
infantrymen (azab) dates back to the clash between Murad and Mustafa. The janissaries
are accused of having insulted the infantrymen of Mustafa.245
After Mustafa “the Impostor” is eliminated, Murad II has to face another
rebellion, this time by his younger brother, who is supported by the eternal rivals of the
Ottomans, the Germiyanid and Karamanid begs. However, the preceptor of Murad’s
brother Mustafa, a certain Şarabdâr İlyas, surrenders him to Murad. Mustafa is murdered
and the issue is solved.246 Thus, the issue of fratricide is addressed twice for the events of
Murad II’s reign. Âşıkpaşa-zâde and Neşrî don’t openly criticize the murder of Mustafa.
However, in an indirect manner, they criticize the treachery and perfidy of Şarabdâr İlyas
who surrendered the prince to his brother. On the other hand, when asked why he handed
over the prince to his brother, he answers that two rulers in one country would be
detrimental to everybody. Moreover, he adds that he is not the only one responsible of the
act, and that he respected ancient rules and principles.247 Şarabdâr İlyas is the
representative of a type of individual: one who has to comply to the rules concerning the
perpetuation of the political body, but is simultaneously the center of contempt and
accusations. This complex, “tragic” attitude about fratricide is again displayed in an
anecdote by Neşrî, where Murad II remembers his dead brother when he is drunk and
threatens the members of his retinue who were involved in the affair.248
With Murad II, the Ottoman ruler, as a figure in the narrative, begins to speak
more often than before. Moreover, these are the words of an individual who is sure of
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himself and of the support of others. This is a lonely, imposing figure who gives clear
orders, who threatens his pashas and begs, who makes decisions himself about the things
to be done. Thus, from Murad II on, the image of the sultan grows ever greater in the
historical texts of the historians of the 15th century.
The episode where Murad II’s decision to attack the voivod of Wallachia is
described may be given as an example. Murad says that, with the help of God, the
miracles of Muhammed and the intercession of the saints, he is bound to take the revenge
of the Muslims killed by the voivod. Then, he orders his men to attack immediately the
provinces of Wallachia, to devastate their lands, to capture any men and women that they
would find there.249 Again, about the trouble caused by İzmiroğlu Cüneyd Bey, he
threatens his pashas that he will murder them if they cannot eliminate Cüneyd.250 The
military operation, which aims at defeating an important source of trouble for the
Ottomans, is legitimized on the grounds that the Ottomans wanted to relieve the
inhabitants of the lands of Aydın.251
In Âşıkpaşa-zâde, there is a privileged relation between Murad II and the ghazis.
For instance, after Salonica is taken, Murad II declares that it is a great happiness to see
the ghazis plunder the fortress and convert the infidels to Islam. He adds that he will
continue to fight together with those ghazis.252
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The events of Murad II’s reign include the war with Karaman. Obviously, the
Karamanids make use of Murad II’s campaigns on the Balkans for attacking Ottoman
provinces in Anatolia. In Âşıkpaşa-zâde, Murad’s violent replies to the attacks of the
Karamanids are recorded together with the claims that the cause of this violence is the
activities of the Karamanids.253
Like the ghazis, Murad II is a pious Muslim. For instance, in the battlefield of
Kosovo, he repents for his sins, he prays God not to defeat his men because of his own
sins.254 The imminence of his death is declared to the sultan by a dervish, a disciple of
Emîr Sultan who had supported Murad against Mustafa, the Impostor. Up on the words of
the dervish, Murad II asks God for his redemption. Then, as soon as he returns to his
palace, he falls ill and dies. In a sense, in the narrative of Âşıkpaşa-zâde, he is described
as somebody who died just after his sins were remitted, thus as somebody whose soul
will rest in paradise.255
Finally, Âşıkpaşa-zâde claims that Murad II waged a great number of battles
against the infidels. He says that his intention is to record what happened during his
reign. However, he declares that Murad II’s battles are wonderful achievements, and that
it is very difficult to render their greatness into writing. He compares his narrative to a
handful of grains, which is offered to the reader in order to give him a sense of the
grandeur of Murad’s battles.256 Thus, Murad is again an Ottoman sultan praised for his
ghazi activities. However, this time, Murad II is described not as a sultan assisted by the
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ghazi begs, but as a sultan who takes the ghazis directly under his command and leads
them to victory.

III. 1. i. The Emergence of the Padişah: Mehmed II
In a sense, Mehmed II was already designated by his father as his heir to the
throne when his father abdicated in his favor. Thus, the historians can not be accused of
making up facts, or creating stories about Mehmed II’s rulership. It seems that the
solution to the tensions of succession is found by Murad himself.
Âşıkpaşa-zâde expresses his personal feelings of gratitude towards Mehmed II. It
is known that, as a family tradition, he prayed for all the members of the Ottoman house
and all the rulers who were his contemporaries. On the other hand, it appears that the
members of the Ottoman house always cared for dervishes who prayed for them. It has
already been noted that Murad II gave money and slaves to Âşıkpaşa-zâde on more than
one occasion. It seems that this relation continued under Mehmed II. In a short poem
appended to the end of a section, Âşıkpaşa-zâde says that he has to tell the deeds of this
sultan (of Mehmed II) who gave him much gold and precious cups.257 On another
occasion, he goes with the imperial army to Üsküb, hoping that Mehmed II would give
him money and/or presents. In Üsküb, the wish of Âşıkpaşa-zâde was satisfied. In his
own words, he prayed for Mehmed II in return for his favors.258
In the sections concerning Mehmed II, there is again an important change in the
vocabulary, the dialogues and the orders of the sultan. The sentence for relating Mehmed
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II’s expeditions is formalized: “Sultan Mehmed gathered the soldiers of Islam, he
marched forward with the intention of waging the holy war”.259 Sometimes, it is told that
“the warriors of faith were made ready on the orders of the sultan”.260 Or, while
describing the Ottoman fleet on the way to Caffa, Âşıkpaşa-zâde says that the sea was
enlightened by the light of Islam.261 For the period of Mehmed II, terms like “imperial
drums” (nevbet-i sultani), “imperial war/great war” (ceng-i sultani) are used.
Moreover, for the Anatolian conquests realized under Mehmed II, it seems that
the need to provide a discourse of legitimation is not taken into account as much as
before. This time, Mehmed II tells his grand vizier that he desires to take this or that
castle, and the grand vizier complies with the plans of his sultan. For instance, before the
Black Sea campaign, Mehmed II calls Mahmud Paşa and tells him that the dream of
conquering Kastamonu, Sinop and Trabzon has haunted him for a long time. Mahmud
Paşa answers him by saying that what they need is to take the army and go to these lands;
the rest will be realized by God’s help and the miracles of Muhammed.262 Of course, the
attack against Trabzon is not explained just in terms of the requirements of an empire, or
of Mehmed II’s greed for new lands. When asked by the mother of Uzun Hasan about
why he tries to take the city, Mehmed II replies that his real intention is ghaza. Thus, the
conquest of Trabzon and other infidel cities is nothing but a pretext for waging ghaza.263
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On other occasions, Mehmed II is himself described as a holy power, who is respected by
angels, djinns and humans at the same time.264
About the Anatolian conquests of Mehmed II, there is even a sense of political
opportunism in Âşıkpaşa-zâde. For instance, during the campaign against Uzun Hasan, it
is told that some Ottoman infantrymen pillaged some villages, and raped women.
Âşıkpaşa-zâde, who was very prudent about the Anatolian conquests of former rulers,
seems no longer concerned with the legitimization of the Ottomans’ Anatolian policies.
He argues that it was these soldiers’ duty to attack and suppress a people who acted
against their sultan’s will.265 Thus, the subjects of the surrounding Turkic political
formations are no more defined as poor Muslims persecuted by their bad rulers, but as the
collaborators of the policies of these rulers. To sum up, it seems that the consciousness of
a raison d’état appears in Âşıkpaşa-zâde’s Tevârîh as well.
The first criticism regarding this period concerns the imposition of rent (mukataa)
on the houses and shops of newly-conquered Istanbul. Indeed, it is known that the repopulation of the city was prevented to some extent by the application of this rent, and
the first wave of immigrants and deported people had fled the city.266 In Âşıkpaşa-zâde,
Muslims who come to the city after the conquest complain about the rents, and they
refuse to pay money for the use of the houses and shops of the infidels. Thus, on the
intervention of Kula Şahin Paşa who reminds the sultan that his ancestors have done no
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such thing, Mehmed II renounces this policy. Thus, the city is repopulated.267 However,
with the intervention of Rum Mehmed Paşa, the rent is again put into effect. Rum
Mehmed Paşa is, according to Âşıkpaşa-zâde, also responsible for the annulation of an
important number of endowments.
This is the only criticism Âşıkpaşa-zâde directs against the reign of Mehmed II.
As always, the Anonymous includes more substantial criticisms about the reign of
Mehmed II. Where Âşıkpaşa-zâde finds a guilty individual, a hidden conspiracy, the
Anonymous identifies a process and criticizes it. For Mehmed’s policies of reconstruction
in Istanbul, the Anonymous claims that working people were deported to Istanbul and
forced to work in the construction of the city. Mehmed is compared to the past rulers of
Istanbul who constructed imposing churches and other facilities. It is noted that these past
rulers didn’t make people work by the use of physical force. It is claimed that they used
to pay people the worth of their work.268 With the political nostalgia seen in most parts of
the Anonymous, it is claimed that the situation is caused by those who came from other
lands, and businessmen who came to dominate the sultan’s entourage.269
Neşrî, much like Âşıkpaşa-zâde, accuses Rum Mehmed Paşa of plotting against
the Muslim folk, of instigating some financial measures on behalf of the Greeks. Thus, he
is said to plan an eventual transfer of power to the Greeks by impoverishing and
oppressing the Muslim folk.270 However, while Âşıkpaşa-zâde’s criticisms are much
consistent throughout his Tevârîh in the sense that Rum Mehmed Paşa is not the only
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example of the bad and wicked vizier/advisor, Neşrî exceptionally accuses him. It may be
said that Neşrî’s criticisms may be due more to the atmosphere created by Bayezid II’s
reconciliatory measures which inculpated the reign of the former ruler to some extent,
while Âşıkpaşa-zâde in a sense continues to dwell on the stereotype of the bad
foreigner/convert-cum-vizier/advisor.

III. 2. Secondary Characters in the Tevârîh-i Âl-i Osman
Secondary characters in the Tevârîh have a crucial importance in the sense that
they provide some further clues about Âşıkpaşa-zâde’s political opinions and
conceptions. For instance, his conception of ghazis and dervishes reveal Âşıkpaşa-zâde’s
peculiar interpretation of the foundation of the Ottoman state. It may be asserted that the
contribution of ghazis and dervishes may be an historical fact, and that Âşıkpaşa-zâde’s
idealizations are the reflections of a real situation. Even if this may be true, and even if
Âşıkpaşa-zâde may be accepted as a reliable first-hand historical source, a comparison of
his Tevârîh with the works of other historians shows that a consensus was not yet formed
among these writers. The consensus, as already mentioned, comes with Neşrî and flows
through Kemalpaşazâde. The historiography of the 15th century presents a much varied
and colorful spectrum. Thus, the discussion about historical veracity aside, Âşıkpaşazâde’s work contains interesting idealizations about what we may call the “social types”
of the time, as well as his categories of friends and foes.
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III. 2. a. Dervishes
In Âşıkpaşa-zâde’s narrative, dervishes have a privileged place. This is to be
expected, in view of the fact that Âşıkpaşa-zâde himself is the member of a dervish
family and calls himself “Derviş Ahmed Âşıkî”. At the beginning of the Tevârîh, he
describes himself as someone in a state of renunciation, devoting his life to patience and
prayer.271 Thus, he presents himself in accordance with the dervish ideal of fakr.
Dervishes are among the figures of his Tevârîh, especially in the first part of the work,
inspired by Yahşı Fakîh’s Menâkıb. In Âşıkpaşa-zâde’s work, dervishes are portrayed as
people who pray for the success and well-being of the house of Osman. From the very
beginning, they express their approval of the members of the family of Osman. It may be
said that they are the ones who recognize the divine sanction bestowed on the house of
Osman, who validate this sanction and reproduce it. In Âşıkpaşa-zâde’s interpretation of
the foundation of the Ottoman state, dervishes are placed on an equal footing with the
ghazis and the members of the Ottoman house.
At the very beginning of the Ottoman power, there is a critical event about the
unity between the dervishes and the Ottoman house. As mentioned before, it is a marital
union between a prominent dervish and the founder of the Ottoman state. After the
interpretation of Osman’s dream, Sheikh Edebalı marries his daughter to Osman.272
There is some confusion about the name of Osman’s wife; the name of the wife is
identified either as Mal Hatun or Malhun. Neşrî, with his usual tactfulness, solves the
question by proclaiming that Mal Hatun and Malhun were both the wives of Osman.273
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However, in other sources, both names are used to describe the daughter of Edebalı. This
confusion means that the names of Mal Hatun or Malhun circulated in popular traditions.
It is possible that two different stories in the popular tradition were brought together, and
that Malhun was later identified as the daughter of Edebalı. Beyond historical facts, what
is important is that Âşıkpaşa-zâde prefers to place a marital union at the beginnings of the
Ottoman state. The union of the flesh signifies in concrete terms the collaboration
between a dervish and a divinely sanctioned ruler. Thus, the children that are born out of
this union symbolize this perfect alliance.
After this marriage, the privileged relation between the Ottoman house and the
dervishes continue. In these days, dervishes are invited by begs to take part in their raids.
For instance, in his first military expedition, Orhan invites Sheikh Mahmud and the
nephew of Edebalı, a certain Ahi Hasan, to assist him. After the death of Osman, sheikhs
and dervishes (azizler) are said to have gathered to distribute Osman’s property to his
sons.274 As shown by the anecdote between a dervish called Geyikli Baba and Orhan,
dervishes continue to bestow their sanctions on the Ottoman house. One of the most
interesting features of the anecdote about Geyikli Baba is that the dervish first refuses to
accept the invitation of the sultan, by claiming that he is waiting for a favourable time.
Finally, he plants a poplar tree in the courtyard of Orhan’s residence by proclaiming that
it is a symbol of the support of the dervishes for Orhan.275 Moreover, Geyikli Baba
claims that God has given the right to rule over the land to the Ottoman family, while
dervishes don’t deal with worldly matters.276 In a sense, these words symbolize that
dervishes don’t have a pretention over worldy matters. Thus, Geyikli Baba acknowledges
274
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that the direction of political matters is delegated to the Ottoman house, implicitly telling
that the dervish community doesn’t have any pretention to control politics. Compared
with the figure of Otman Baba who is claimed by his disciples to be the ruler of the
whole universe, Geyikli Baba is content with a life of seclusion and prayer.
Thus, as noted above, Âşıkpaşa-zâde’s dervishes are among the most dominant
characters of the early years of the Ottoman enterprise. However, Âşıkpaşa-zâde has a
bias concerning dervishes. His examples are mostly taken among the members of the
Vefâî sect. Edebalı, Geyikli Baba, Ahi Hasan are always mentioned with their adherence
to the Vefâîyye.277 He seems to ignore or omit the dervish stories included in the
Anonymous, such as the story of the dervish with a wooden sword who conquers a
fortress.278 In the Anonymous, the dervishes’ loyalty towards a sheikh or their
membership of a given sect is not dealt with. What is important is the activity, the
miracles of a given dervish. Thus, the word “dervish” has a much more general sense in
the Anonymous, whereas for Âşıkpaşa-zâde it means exclusively a member of the Vefâî
order, a follower of Baba İlyas. This inclusivism of Âşıkpaşa-zâde goes so far as to
condemn those who claim to have established a Bektaşî sect. Given the fact that Hacı
Bektaş is identified as a disciple of Baba İlyas, Âşıkpaşa-zâde refuses that he or his
followers could establish a separate sect of their own. To be sure, what is at stake is the
appropriation of a symbolic capital vested with the Ottoman house. Against the Bektaşî
claims that Hacı Bektaş sanctioned the newly established janissary corps, Âşıkpaşa-zâde
276
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says that this is a made-up story. He even claims that Hacı Bektaş didn’t hold enough
charisma to establish a sect.279 Moreover, Hacı Bektaş’s followers are identified as pagan
dervishes whose faith and reverence for Islam is suspicious. Moreover, he refuses the
existence of any relation between the house of Osman and Hacı Bektaş.280
Thus, Âşıkpaşa-zâde’s dervishes are all said to be of the Vefâî order or Âşıkpaşazâde prefers to include the anecdotes of these dervishes into his narrative. However, after
the reign of Murad I, the dervishes as characters in the Tevârîh appear less and less in the
text. With the exception of the story of the dervish announcing Murad II that he is soon to
die,281 anecdotes and episodes concerning dervishes disappear from the text. This feature
reflects the nature of the source material of Âşıkpaşa-zâde. The first part of the Tevârîh,
inspired by Yahşı Fakîh, normally includes many entries about dervishes. Moreover,
there is the need to show that dervishes are one of the constituents of the Ottoman
enterprise.282 However, with the development of the sultanic figure in the narrative, the
dervishes’ autonomy and their activities disappear from the text.

III. 2. b. Ghazis
To be sure, ghazis, like dervishes, are presented as privileged members of the
Ottoman society, witnessing the establishment of the Ottoman state and fighting
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staunchly in order to hold high the banner of Islam. In Âşıkpaşa-zâde’s narrative, there
are two discourses about ghazis. One of these concerns the virtues hold by these warriors
of the faith. Ottoman begs and sultans are also described as ghazis. This first discourse is
full of Islamic images and moralistic concerns. The second discourse reflects the realities
of a ghazi life. In these portraits, ghazis are supported by Ottoman begs and sultans, they
share the large booty obtained in raids, they acquire slaves, and especially women. It may
be said that the descriptions about booty and women are in a sense overemphasized,
perhaps with the aim of inciting people to take part in the raids and campaigns.
Ghazis are especially described with their fervour, and their dedication to the
Ottoman house. Gathered around Osman, they gain strength and power.283 Ghazis
dedicate all their time to ghaza, and uphold the mission of expanding Islam.284 In the
episodes related to the earlier years of the Ottoman enterprise, the names of Akçakoca,
Evrenos, Konur Alp are often mentioned. However, in these episodes, ghazis never act by
themselves; they are always portrayed in relation to the Ottoman ruler, who gives his
approval to the ghazis. By contrast, in the Anonymous, ghazis are described as
independent actors: they themselves conquer lands, design policies against Christian
lords, and make peace with the lord of Ulubad, Christian lords plan to attack “the ghazis”
themselves, not Osman or Orhan.285 In the Anonymous, there is even a sense of nostalgia
for those periods of free action and heroism.286
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Besides this emphasis on the heroism and religious mission of the ghazis, there
are many references to booty and material gains in the narrative of Âşıkpaşa-zâde.287 At
the very beginning of the Tevârîh, it is told that ghazis gathered around Osman, who was
acknowledged as a ghazi leader. Osman led ghazis into raids, and ghazis had the
opportunity to gain much booty.288 It is interesting that women are especially mentioned
among the booty obtained in these raids. Was this dictated again by the realities of a
nomadic life, with high mortality rates and a small number of women? Or, did the tribal
rules build rigid barriers on the relations between men and women? Both arguments may
be valid. What is obvious is that the obtention of women was used as a strong incentive to
attract young people into the ranks of the ghazis.
The theme of women reappears in the story about the takeover of the fortress of
Aydos. The daughter of the town’s lord dreams that someone washes her and gives her
new clothes. When the Ottomans come before the walls of the town, she realizes that the
man in his dream is the commander of the soldiers, a certain Gazi Rahman. Thus, she
sends him a letter, and opens the gates of the fortress. At the end, Orhan marries Gazi
Rahman with the daughter of the lord.289 In another episode, after İznik is taken, ghazis
are married with the widows of the town. Moreover, they are given plots and houses.
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Âşıkpaşa-zâde’s remark about the event is very interesting: he says that anybody would
welcome these houses and women.290
In the narrative, there are various episodes describing how the Ottoman rulers
gave money or presents to the ghazis, and how they permitted them to plunder the towns
and cities that were taken. For instance, the presents given by the lord of the fortress of
Misini to Murad I are all given to ghazis,291 In another instance, Evrenos spares a part of
the booty to the ghazis after extracting the share of the sultan.292 The theme of booty is
again repeated for the Rumelian campaigns of Murad II. As an eyewitness, Âşıkpaşazâde records the huge amounts of booty obtained in these.293 Thus, the life of the ghazis
is described as a bountiful one, full of booty, slaves, and women.
However, like the dervish theme, the prominence of the activities of the ghazis
declines in later episodes. In the parts relating the events after the Interregnum, ghazi
begs and frontier lords loose their prominence. It has been said that sultanic might takes
over that of the begs and ghazis, and the figure of the sultan gradually occupies the
forefront. Thus, in later episodes, the names of ghazi begs and other frontier lords are
often skipped, some remarks about Âşıkpaşa-zâde’s Rumelian acquaintances excepted. In
time, all the soldiers of the Ottoman army are called ghazis. Those who take Caffa, those
who campaign against Trabzon with Mehmed II are identified as ghazis. Thus, a social
milieu with its peculiar features disappears from the narrative, and the epithete of ghazi
begins to apply to all the soldiers of the army of Mehmed II.
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III. 2. c. Christians
Âşıkpaşa-zâde’s Tevârîh, at first sight, includes a straightforward image of the
Christians: these are infidels, whose property is open to plunder for ghazis.294 However,
in the context of the dual structure of the work, one easily detects that some Christians
are represented as the allies and collaborators of the Ottomans in the earlier episodes. In
the parts depending on Yahşı Fakîh’s work, the semi-tribal world of the first days
includes an important number of Christian lords and soldiers. In these episodes,
Christians are described more vividly. First of all, Osman lives in an area populated by
Christians, and he is said to pursue a policy of “feigned friendship” (müdârâ). Against his
brother Gündüz’s proposal of attacking the neighbouring Christians, Osman states that a
policy of enmity would be detrimental to their possessions.295 The Christian folk of these
earlier episodes are not enslaved, they are allowed to plough their land and continue their
commerce. In an episode, Osman punishes someone who takes a cup from a Christian
peddlar by force.296 To be sure, if references to the Ottomans’ enmity towards the
Germiyanids are taken into account, Osman may be said to have avoided the prospect of
fighting on more than one front. Nevertheless, the atmosphere of these earlier periods is
one of leniency. Ottomans are said to bring well-being and security to the Christian folk,
thus causing a wave of immigrants to the lands under their control.297
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Among the figures of the earlier days of the Ottoman enterprise, there are some
Christian collaborators of Osman, who tell him about the plots of Christian lords,298 who
guide Ottoman raiders, act as translators between Ottomans and Christians.299 Süleyman
Paşa is also assisted by some Christians who help him while crossing over to Gelibolu.300
The most prominent example of a Christian who helps Ottomans is Köse Mihal. At the
beginning of this collaboration, Mihal is not yet converted. Ghazis decide to invite him to
the message of Islam. Meanwhile, dreaming of Muhammad, Mihal himself volunteers to
be converted to Islam. In Âşıkpaşa-zâde’s words, he thus abandons a false and absurd
creed and becomes a Muslim.301
After a while, and especially with the Balkan campaigns of Murad I, this visibility
of Christians within the narrative diminishes. After these episodes, the infidels are mostly
mentioned when they are captured or killed, or when they commit an act of treachery.
The Christians of these later episodes are the Serbian despot, the voivod of Wallachia, the
king of Hungary, and the king of Bosnia. These Christians are called with contempt “the
auxiliaries of the sultan” (martalos). Even Hunyadi Janos, the great Hungarian
commander, is mentioned with this epithete.302 This contempt is again displayed in the
context of Murad II’s marriage with the daughter of the voivod of Wallachia. To make
peace, the voivod wants to marry his daughter to Murad II. Murad II accepts to marry the
girl but he refuses to organize a wedding ceremony saying that the daughter of an “infidel
servant (of him)” is not worth it.303 These episodes clearly reflect the relations of the
Ottomans with various Balkan lords. Locked into a relation of submission, but always
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waiting for the favourable occasion to rebel, these Christian lords are stigmatized by
Âşıkpaşa-zâde as unfaithful and treacherous subjects. In these episodes, the voivod of
Wallachia is portrayed as someone who doesn’t keep his oathes and the sultan is
portrayed as someone who always allows the voivod some independence, believing that
these promises will be kept. However, when it becomes apparent that the voivod will not
respect these, then the Ottoman army goes to campaign against him for an exemplary
punishment.304
The most negative assessment concerning Christians that one encounters in the
Tevârîh targets the Christian wife of Bayezid I, the daughter of the despot of Serbia.
According to Âşıkpaşa-zâde, the custom of wine drinking and organizing sumptuous
feasts is introduced by her. Before her, it is told, the Ottoman rulers didn’t drink wine,
didn’t organize feasts and parties in the palace. Thus, the purity and simplicity of the
earlier Ottoman rulers is destroyed by the daughter of the Serbian despot, who is the
collaborator of the Persian advisors in bringing new, evil ways.305
The Anonymous, on the other hand, especially in parts concerning the earlier
years of the Ottoman enterprise, has a much more pronounced bias against Christians.
From the very beginning, Christians are represented as a mass of coward drunkards.306
While telling the death or murder of a Christian, it is always remarked that the soul of the
infidel thus went to hell.307 As a work closer to a dervish-ghazi outlook, it is normal that
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the Anonymous reflects negative opinions concerning Christians in a more pronounced
way. Neşrî, on the other hand, mentions the same anecdotes with Âşıkpaşa-zâde. Thus,
his narrative doesn’t differ much from Âşıkpaşa-zâde in what concerns Christians. Neşrî
also records a period of friendship with Christians, prior to Osman’s receiving the divine
message. From then on, the image of Christians becomes more and more distorted, to the
extent that they are finally described as an amorphous mass, subject to the will of the
Ottomans.308

III. 2. d. The “New Class”: Court Advisors and Immigrant Scholars
It

has

been

already

mentioned,

while

dealing

with

Âşıkpaşa-zâde’s

characterizations of Ottoman sultans, that he often criticizes some new processes, some
moves of centralization by reference to some individuals whose dedication and integrity
is questioned, who are accused of taking bribes, who are blamed for introducing evil
ways.
One of the scapegoats of Âşıkpaşa-zâde is the Çandarlı family,309 which appears
on more than one occasion in his narrative. There are others, like Kara Rüstem, an
immigrant, and Rum Mehmed Paşa, a convert, who assist the Çandarlıs or contribute to
the process of alienating people and the simple folk from the Ottomans. Notably, in
Âşıkpaşa-zâde, individuals are spelled out for being the responsibles for these wicked
processes, while the Anonymous develops a criticism focusing on the processes
308
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themselves, or on a sizeable group of people rather than individuals. Neşrî, on the other
hand, erases most of the criticisms of Âşıkpaşa-zâde but preserves the condemnation of
Rum Mehmed Paşa. This is not surprizing, due to the fact that Mehmed Paşa was killed
up on the news of Mehmed II’s death. Moreover, in a sense, he symbolized the party of
Cem against Bayezid II. Thus, Neşrî’s criticisms about Mehmed Paşa may be attributed
to his desire of pleasing his patron Bayezid II.
In Âşıkpaşa-zâde’s narrative, the Çandarlı family first appears in the context of
the episodes concerning the formation of a military corps based on infantry and cavalry
forces. While discussing the issue of the establishment of a new military corps, Âşıkpaşazâde tells that Çandarlı Karaca Halil was the judge (kadı) of Bursa at that time, and that
he was given the duty to recruit new troops. Thus, according to Âşıkpaşa-zâde, he had the
occasion to take bribes from those who wanted to be enlisted in the new troops, and thus
to be exempt from taxation.310 Neşrî only mentions that some people intended to bribe
Çandarlı Halil, but he doesn’t note if he has taken these bribes or not. Moreover, Neşrî
claims that the decision to enlist new troops aroused a wave of joy among the subjects of
the sultan who thus had an occasion to serve their sultan.311 However, there isn’t such a
remark in Âşıkpaşa-zâde. Moreover, in an episode, he mentions that there was even a
tension between the settled population and the new troops, which were called “pups on
foot” (enük yaya) by the peasants.312 In the process, it is told, Çandarlı Karaca Halil, the
judge of Bursa, is bribed by those who want to be enlisted in these forces.313 Again,
Çandarlı Halil and another court advisor, Kara Rüstem are shown to be responsible for
310
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the institution of the practice of giving one-fifth of the booty to the ruler’s treasury. In
another episode, Çandarlı Halil and Kara Rüstem are again said to be the responsibles for
the corruption of old ways and the introduction of new, evil ways. According to
Âşıkpaşa-zâde, they introduced the fraudulent Persian advisors to the court circles, issued
ruseful fetvâs, abolished the piety of old days.314
The diatribes against Çandarlı Halil and Kara Rüstem are again told in relation
with an anecdote concerning judges. According to Âşıkpaşa-zâde, Bayezid I, weary of
the bad ways of the judges, gathered them in a house and wanted to set the house on fire.
However, Çandarlı Ali, the son of Halil, saved them saying that the reason behind the
corruption of the judges was that they were not allowed to take a share on their
transactions. Thus, according to Âşıkpaşa-zâde, judges were allowed to charge fees.315 In
the Anonymous, this new practice is labelled as a wicked innovation, a bid’at.316
Moreover, as already mentioned, the Anonymous includes a set of criticisms directed not
only against individuals, but a whole class. The criticisms are voiced by a certain Akbıyık
Dede, in a conversation with Mevlânâ Yiğen. In the dialogue, the advisors and scholars
are accused of influencing people with their bad ways, of taking bribes, and disrupting
the simple and pure customs of the natives.317 Moreover, Çandarlı Ali Paşa’s applications
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about giving positions to the members of his own retinue is severely criticized.318 In a
sense, the Anonymous reflects in these matters what may be called a “localist” reaction,
longing more than Âşıkpaşa-zâde for the perfect harmony, the atmosphere of heroism and
piety of the earlier days. It may be proposed that Âşıkpaşa-zâde’s criticisms were
curtailed by the relations he established later in his life, when he came back from the
Balkans to settle in Istanbul. Thus, while preserving some examples about what should
not be done, he restrained himself from producing a general criticism of religious
scholars and court advisors.
After the theme of corrupt advisors, there are criticisms directed against pashas
who take bribes, or forget their missions by indulging into wine-drinking. For instance,
Oruc Bey, the beylerbeyi of Anatolia, is accused of wine-drinking and living a life of
luxury and pleasures.319 Again, Kula Şahin Paşa neglects his duties and devotes his time
to worldly pleasures. In his drunkenness, he can’t realize that the enemy soldiers are a
real threat to his troops.320 Thus, one night, Hungarians raid his forces and Kula Şahin is
compelled to escape.
Again, on many occasions, pashas and begs are accused of taking bribes from the
voivod of Wallachia or from the Byzantine emperor. For instance, in order to recover
some castles taken by Ottomans, the voivod sends many presents to the pashas, who then
convince Murad II to surrender some castles to the voivod.321 Again, when Murad II lays
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siege to İzladi, the voivod sends money to the pashas who, in turn, prevent the sultan
from attacking the fortress.322 Not only Christians, but also Karamanids are represented to
bribe Ottoman pashas.323
The most dramatic anecdote about bribe-taking concerns Çandarlı Halil Paşa, who
is said to have received a fish full of golden coins from the Byzantine emperor before the
siege of Istanbul. The emperor says that they have to implore their friend Halil Paşa so
that the Ottomans give up the siege.324 Finally, after the siege, Halil Paşa is executed.
Neşrî gives a different version of the story. First of all, Halil Paşa’s taking bribe
from the Byzantines is not at all mentioned. Then, Neşrî also avoids to express his
opinions about the execution of Halil Paşa. He only notes that this is a long story, that
Halil Paşa’s fate is known by everybody.325
In Âşıkpaşa-zâde’s Tevârîh, Rum Mehmed Paşa’s deeds are dealt with in detail.
Rum Mehmed symbolizes the perfidious convert, who abuses his power in order to
oppress Muslims. Interestingly, Mehmed II’s harsh policies of centralization, deportation
and fiscal restructuring are imputed to the influence and activities of Rum Mehmed and
Nişancı Mehmed. For instance, the revival of the practice of rent for the houses of
Istanbul is imputed to Rum Mehmed Paşa who, on the advice of some infidels, friends of
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his father, tries to prevent Muslims from settling in the city.326 Again, he is accused of
applying a very harsh policy of deportation against Karaman. According to Âşıkpaşazâde, his aim was to destroy the houses and families of Muslims.327 Rum Mehmed Paşa is
also accused of preventing the sultan from giving alms and goods to dervishes and
sheikhs.
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However, at the end, he meets the death he deserves. In Âşıkpaşa-zâde’s

words, he is “strangled like a dog”. In Neşrî, the murder of Rum Mehmed Paşa is
presented as the revenge of the sultan who punishes him because of his acts against
Muslims.329
Like Rum Mehmed Paşa, another vizier of Mehmed II, Nişancı Mehmed Paşa, is
also criticized for acting against the holy law and abrogating the foundation deeds given
under the reign of former sultans. Âşıkpaşa-zâde says that he attacked the property, honor
and life of the Muslim folk.330 He also mentions having addressed Nişancı Mehmed in
person and asking him why he acted against the rules of the holy law. In Âşıkpaşa-zâde’s
anecdote, Nişancı Mehmed gives him an sarcastic answer by asking if Âşıkpaşa-zâde’s
rights were also abolished.
Thus, the responsibility of some policies of Mehmed II is attributed to his viziers,
to some individuals who, due to their perfidy or personal wickedness, abolish endowment
deeds, and oppress innocent Muslim folk. Âşıkpaşa-zâde’s stories about Rum Mehmed
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Paşa’s conspiracys also reflect to extent of the dissent caused by the application of rent.
Âşıkpaşa-zâde’s account may be regarded as a testimony of the reaction among the
inhabitants of Istanbul.
To sum up, Âşıkpaşa-zâde’s criticisms are generally directed towards individuals,
and not concrete processes or social milieus. For instance, Kara Rüstem and Çandarlı
Halil are blamed but these criticisms don’t go so far as to include a whole social milieu.

III. 2. e. The “Other Turks”: The Karamanid Example
It has been noted, throughout this thesis, that Âşıkpaşa-zâde depicts the
Karamanids in an aura of treachery, cowardice and hypocrisy. The ultimate reasons
behind these diatribes have also been analyzed. The Karamanids were the biggest threat
to the establishment of the Ottoman rule in Central Anatolia. Their principality was based
mostly on the force of Turkoman horsemen, whose extreme mobility made it very
difficult for the Ottomans to overcome them. Moreover, they always had the option to
take refuge in the mountainous area south of Konya. Thus, even if the Ottoman army
could occupy the plains during the summer, the forces of the Karamanids could live in
the mountains waiting for a favourable occasion to recapture their lands.
Moreover, the war with the Karamanids and other Anatolian principalities
obviously created a certain confusion. It was an act against not only the principles of
Muslim law but also against the ghazi ideal. Thus, Âşıkpaşa-zâde always claims that
Karamanids hindered Ottomans from ghaza, or oppressed Muslims, thus making it
permissible to wage war against them. This discourse of legitimacy disappears only
towards the end of Mehmed II’s reign. The confidence brought with the capture of
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Istanbul and other impressive military achievements dissipates the need to legitimize the
Anatolian campaigns.
Meanwhile, other Anatolian begs and rulers are also depicted in a critical tone.
They are not very visible in the Tevârîh, and appear only when they surrender their lands
to the Ottomans, or when they plot against them. For instance, it is told that they
provoked Timur against Bayezid. In Âşıkpaşa-zâde’s narrative, Anatolian begs
dispossessed by Bayezid take refuge in Timur’s camp. Âşıkpaşa-zâde mockingly tells
how these begs went to Timur’s headquarters. Thus, the Germiyanid beg hides near bear
keepers, the beg of Menteşe cuts his hair and beard, and the beg of Aydın travels like
peddlar. In Timur’s court, they provoke him by saying that Bayezid oppressed them.331
Thus, they are imputed to be responsible for Timur’s Anatolian campaign. On the other
hand, in Şikârî’s Karamanoğulları Tarihi, the issue of addressing Timur is interpreted on
a legitimist basis. According to Şikârî, the Anatolian begs went to Timur because
Bayezid deprived them of their legitimate rights of rule. In a letter to Timur, the beg of
Karaman stated that Osman was given the title to rule by Karaman, but that he attacked
and oppressed all Muslims.332
The Karamanids are always singled out among Anatolian begs as the most serious
enemies of the Ottoman house. In Âşıkpaşa-zâde, the stereotype Karamanid is someone
who waits for the occasion to attack the Ottomans from behind. However, when faced
with a strong Ottoman army, the Karamanid abandons the battle and escapes. For
331
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instance, while Mehmed I is in Rumelia after Musa, the Karamanid army lays siege on
Bursa. However, when Musa’s corpse is sent to Bursa, the Karamanids realize that
Mehmed has won the battle against his brother and is soon to attack them. Thus, they
abandon the siege and go back to their lands, tail between legs.333 Again, during the reign
of Mehmed I, a treaty of peace is signed with Karaman. Mehmed I sends a diploma to the
beg of Karaman, giving him the title of governor. However, the beg of Karaman doesn’t
accept this title and proclaims that he will be the enemy of the Ottomans forever.334 Of
course, the diploma sent by Mehmed I to the beg of Karaman is not mentioned in Şikârî.
In other episodes, the Karamanids are said to collaborate with Christians.
Âşıkpaşa-zâde claims that they plan to attack Ottomans in collaboration with Wallachians
and Hungarians. However, when Murad II campaigns against Karaman, the Karamanids
claim that they regret this alliance and ask for mercy.335 But the treachery of the
Karamanids continue. They again send an envoy to the voivod of Wallachia and renew
their proposal of attacking Ottomans in concert. Nevertheless, Ottomans sign a treaty
with the voivod and the plans of the Karamanids are not realized.336
Moreover, Karamanids’ ruthlessness against Muslim folk is also severely
criticized. On more than one occasions, they are said to attack “Ottoman” Muslims, rape
“Ottoman” Muslim women, and capture boys.337 Thus, given the fact that they dare attack

the victories of Ottomans against the Karamanids, Şikârî mentions various victories of the Karamanids,
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Muslim folk, they deserve to be punished by Ottomans who thus take avenge those poor
folk.338
It may be strange that Âşıkpaşa-zâde, whose family was involved in the first days
of the Karaman principality, develops such a negative attitude towards Karaman, blaming
Karamanid raids into Ottoman territory while legitimizing the ruthless policies of
Ottomans. There is one exception to his attitude, and it is about the deportation policy of
Mehmed Paşa. However, what is at stake in this criticism is not Ottoman politics against
Karaman per se, but the wickedness of a convert vizier.
It may be said that Âşıkpaşa-zâde, whose allegiance was vested with the Ottoman
house from the very beginning, appropriated and applied the standard Ottoman view
about Karaman. Moreover, the sense of Ottoman supremacy, the “psychology of the
victorious” may account for his assessment of the Karamanids. Âşıkpaşa-zâde himself
states that he has been praying for the Ottoman house all his life. The presence of Vefâî
dervishes at the beginnings of the Ottoman enterprise, the force of the Ottoman claims of
supremacy and their compatibility with Âşıkpaşa-zâde’s worldview have strongly
engaged him to the cause of the Ottomans, which was finally defined by Âşıkpaşa-zâde
not as the venture of a sole family, but as the glory and victory of Islam.
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zulum gelmemiş idi nâ-hak yere. Meger ki bilmeye”.
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CONCLUSION

Âşıkpaşa-zâde’s Tevârîh-i Âl-i Osman may be read in different fashions. First, it
displays the worldview of an individual who liked to call himself a dervish, and felt pride
for having killed enemies and taken part in raids. Or, the text may be said to portray,
among other things, the gradual rise and development of a sultanic might that brings in a
new political structure. The Tevârîh may be analyzed to find out the criticisms, the points
of dissent vis-a-vis the process of centralization and political/social sophistication. As a
whole, it may be said to reflect the concerns of a “pre-classical” Ottoman world where
the boundaries between religious orthodoxy and heterodoxy, high and popular cultures,
dervishes and religious scholars, rulers and subjects were yet not strictly drawn. Finally,
Âşıkpaşa-zâde’s Tevârîh may be studied by comparing it with other historical works
dating from the 15th century.
What is most striking about Âşıkpaşa-zâde’s Tevârîh is the ambiguity that is seen
throughout the text, the existence of some dichotomies, such as the juxtaposition of
worldly concerns with a discourse of religious purity, or the inclusion of some criticisms
about the process of centralization together with praises about Ottoman rulers. In a sense,
the text is a repository of the contradictions which may be assumed to have existed in the
15th century. Moreover, these contradictions are important components of what we may
call the political/historical consciousness of the time.

The significance of the Ottoman historiography of the 15th century comes from
the fact that these histories were the first examples of their kind in the Ottoman realm.
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Âşıkpaşa-zâde’s Tevârîh, among them, stands out by its originality due to the fact that it
has a hybrid character. It is possible to find side by side the expressions of an imperial
consciousness and the aesthetics of a popular epic or of a hagiography. This hybrid
character, which first seems to be an ambiguity, a contradiction to the modern scholar,
reflects in fact the state of mind of a transition period. Some institutions are not abolished
yet, but they are on the way to disappear; some new institutions are put in their place, but
they are not yet totally accepted. Âşıkpaşa-zâde’s Tevârîh is a perfect example of the
coexistence of seemingly contradictory ideas, styles, images in the Ottoman realm.
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